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ABSTRACT
Remotely sensed images have become a ubiquitous part of our daily lives. From novice users, aiding
in search and rescue missions using tools such as TomNod, to trained analysts, synthesizing disparate
data to address complex problems like climate change, imagery has become central to geospatial
problem solving. Expert image analysts are continually faced with rapidly developing sensor
technologies and software systems. In response to these cognitively demanding environments,
expert analysts develop specialized knowledge and analytic skills to address increasingly complex
problems.
This study identifies the knowledge, skills, and analytic goals of expert image analysts tasked with
identification of land cover and land use change. Analysts participating in this research are currently
working as part of a national level analysis of land use change, and are well versed with the use of
TimeSync, forest science, and image analysis. The results of this study benefit current analysts as it
improves their awareness of their mental processes used during the image interpretation process.
The study also can be generalized to understand the types of knowledge and visual cues that analysts
use when reasoning with imagery for purposes beyond land use change studies.
Here a Cognitive Task Analysis framework is used to organize evidence from qualitative
knowledge elicitation methods for characterizing the cognitive aspects of the TimeSync image
analysis process. Using a combination of content analysis, diagramming, semi-structured
interviews, and observation, the study highlights the perceptual and cognitive elements of expert
remote sensing interpretation.
Results show that image analysts perform several standard cognitive processes, but flexibly
employ these processes in response to various contextual cues. Expert image analysts’ ability to
think flexibly during their analysis process was directly related to their amount of image analysis
experience. Additionally, results show that the basic Image Interpretation Elements continue to be
important despite technological augmentation of the interpretation process. These results are used
to derive a set of design guidelines for developing geovisual analytic tools and training to support
image analysis.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Remote sensing is a powerful tool for capturing data regarding the intensity of
electromagnetic energy from objects at the earth’s surface. This data is often collected as a grid of
polygonal cells, as a raster image. Multispectral remote sensing systems acquire data at multiple
isolated regions along the electromagnetic spectrum, in many cases beyond the visible range (390
to 700 nm). The images provide information about both the spectral and spatial properties of objects
on the earth surface. Relationships between the intensity of energy and these different regions of
the electromagnetic spectrum can be used to study the physical properties of the earth’s surface.
One of the earliest applications of remote sensing was the study of forests. Forests are
affected by both natural and human interactions, these changes are manifested in structural and
physiological character of forests (Frolking et al., 2009). Even in cases where the changes are visible
to the naked eye, it can be difficult to determine the exact agent, or agents, that led to the current
visible state of the forest (Baker, Honaker, & Weisberg, 1995; Guyot, Guyon, & Riom, 1989; Morgan,
Gergel, & Coops, 2010; Wulder, 1998). Image analysts tasked with forest disturbance identification
must be knowledgeable about the spectral responses of forest canopies to varying types of change
and contextual and historical influences. A large body of knowledge is not enough, however, to
achieve successful interpretation. Image analysts are also highly skilled at accessing and applying the
knowledge to the analysis task.
Image analysis involves pattern detection, trend analysis, and the generation of insight
about relationships between physical processes, phenomena, and biophysical characteristics
represented by spectral reflectance values in the imagery. Prior to computer-based analysis, image
analysis, termed image interpretation, was carried out manually (R.N. Colwell, 1993). Gardin (2011)
and others (Lloyd, 1997; Lloyd & Hodgson, 2002; Lloyd, Hodgson, & Stokes, 2002) suggest that
through a better understanding of the perceptual and cognitive processes that underlie manual
image interpretation, we can approach a fully automated image analysis processes. Still, it is unlikely
that any fully automatic image analysis process would produce perfect results (Nichol et al., 2007),
1

as human cognition is important for reasoning about computational results. Thus, in this
dissertation, my focus is on understanding image analysis expertise as a basis for developing
computational image analysis environments that leverage human expertise through visual
interfaces.
Two types of image analysts have evolved, specialists in engineering and computing, while
others specialize in particular applied research areas, such as forestry (Strahler, 1986). The
complexity of earth systems requires intricate image analysis tasks performed by experts with a deep
knowledge of the research domain and skills needed to derive useful information from remotely
sensed imagery. Expert image analysts often face situations where large volumes of image data are
transformed into abstract data visualizations. In order to understand these visualizations, experts
develop specialized cognitive skills and large multifaceted knowledge structures to solve complex
environmental problems with remotely sensed imagery. It is the goal of this dissertation to
determine the perceptual elements, knowledge, and cognitive tasks used by expert image analysts
to interpret images of forest change. The remainder of this section describes the discipline of remote
sensing, the process of image interpretation, the specific research questions addressed, and the
structure of this dissertation.

1.1. PROBLEM AREA
In 1858, Gaspard-Félix “Nadar” Tournachon captured the first photograph from the air using
a hot air balloon over Paris, France. Unfortunately, that image did not survive, and the earliest
surviving aerial photograph is of Boston, Massachusetts taken in 1860 by James Wallace Black
(Figure 1). Soon, cameras were being attached to all types of aerial platforms, including pigeons,
kites, and rockets. All of these platforms suffered from inconsistent flight paths and produced crude
images of the earth’s surface allowing for only limited use of imagery. During World War I, systematic
capture of aerial photography started to become possible as specially-designed cameras were
making it possible to systematically capture the earth’s surface much more consistently than ever
before.
2

FIGURE 1 OLDEST SURVIVING AERIAL IMAGE. BOSTON, 1860 BY BLACK.

Human factors research was central to the early development of protocols used in the remote
sensing discipline. During the period prior to 1960, image interpretation was a manual task, and the
successful extraction of information from aerial photographs was dependent upon highly skilled
expert image interpreters. “Practices of this era established the threads of technology,
methodology, and procedure that formed foundations for later photograph technology, flight
operations, and interpretation methodology,” (Campbell, 2008). The practices developed during this
era continue to serve as the foundation of modern remote sensing. With the launch of the first loworbit weather satellite, TIROS-1, in April 1960, it became possible to capture images of earth’s
surface at a scale never seen before. Twelve years later, on July 23, 1972, ERTS-1 (later renamed
Landsat 1), the first multi-spectral scanning satellite was launched.
Today, remote sensing provides data about the earth’s surface at multiple spatial, temporal, and
spectral resolutions (Pohl & Van Genderen, 1998). Analysis of remotely sensed imagery allows
analysts to detect, monitor, and predict physical processes, such as those associated with landscape
ecology (Forman, 1995). The Landsat Mission continues to provide satellite images enabling
3

scientists to study ecosystem processes (W.B. Cohen & Goward, 2004). Landsat provides scientists
with the longest historical record of worldwide multispectral data at a moderate spatial resolution
(Loveland, Cochrane, & Henebry, 2008). This mission was recently extended with Landsat 8,
launched as part of the Landsat Data Continuity Mission in February 2013, extending the forty-one
year mission of the Landsat program to collect data used in land cover and land use research (Irons,
Dwyer, & Barsi, 2012).

1.2. EARTH OBSERVATION
Satellite data is used to support a number of ecological research problems (W.B. Cohen &
Goward, 2004). A major concern of landscape ecology is the “dynamics of landscape heterogeneity”
including land cover and land use (LULC) change (Turner, 1989). Scientists use multi-spectral remote
sensing imagery to monitor and predict land use and land cover change across multiple spatial and
temporal scales. To do this, remotely sensed data is transformed into useful information by semiautomated methods where expert interpreters use their skilled perception, knowledge, and
inference-making to understand relationships between the visual pattern and their underlying
processes (Lambin et al., 2001).

1.3. DEFINING IMAGE INTERPRETATION
The term remote sensing was coined in 1960 by Pruitt in response to new capabilities to
sense energy beyond the visible and infrared and advent of new satellite systems (Pruitt, 1979). In
its broadest form, remote sensing encompasses measurements at both micro and macro scales
(Robert R. Hoffman, 1990). In the geographic domain, the term remote sensing refers to the use of
satellite, airborne platforms, and ground-based sensors for measuring emission and reflection of
electromagnetic radiation in the earth’s atmosphere and from its surface (Jensen, 2009; Lillesand,
Kiefer, & Chipman, 2004).
Remote sensing has its roots in manual aerial photographic interpretation, and it was carried
out with the aid of simple tools like the stereoscope. Aerial photographic interpretation is the
process of identifying and judging the significance of objects in a photograph (R. N. Colwell, 1966).
Identification is the recognization of an object, while signification is the addition of meaning that is
4

assigned when one realizes its significance to the problem. This signification process is particularly
difficult to complete manually, as the significance of an object in an image is dependent upon
contextual information, much of which is not directly extracted from the perceptual elements in the
image. The entire process is heavily reliant upon the cognitive abilities and perceptual acuity of the
analyst, which are reflections of his or her past experiences. The term image analysis is used to
describe “the process by which humans and/or machines examine photographic images and/or
digital data for the purpose of identifying objects and judging their significance” (R.N. Colwell, 1993).
The transformation of remotely sensed data into insightful information is reliant upon both
computational methods and the cognitive skills of analysts and their successful use of computer
programs designed to facilitate interpretation.

1.4. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
This dissertation addresses two research questions focused on the human factors of image
analysis:
1. How does historical literature characterize cognitive processes of image interpretation?
2. What cognitive tasks, knowledge, and perceptual cues do modern image analysts use while
performing image analysis?
To answer these questions in the context of land use and land cover change, this study employs a
set of complementary qualitative knowledge elicitation methods in a Cognitive Task Analysis (CTA)
framework.
This research fills two gaps in our current understanding of human image interpretation. First,
while previous attempts to develop models of aerial photograph interpretation using CTA have shed
light on the use of imagery for terrain analysis (Hoffman & Pike, 1995) and weather forecasting
(Hoffman, 1991), a gap exists in the domain of aerial photograph interpretation in the forest ecology
domain. Second, this study links protocols developed prior to the digital age to modern analysis
tasks. The emphasis on human factors during that time provide important insights into the cognitive
processes that analysts develop. Finally, this understanding is useful for developing a set of
5

recommendations for improving use of interactive visual displays for semi-automated image
analysis.

1.5. DISSERTATION STRUCTURE
This dissertation is organized into five chapters. Chapter 1 introduces the research questions
concerning human factors of remote sensing. Chapter 2 provides relevant background information
from cognitive research, remote sensing, and Geographic Information Science (GIScience). Chapter
3 describes the Cognitive Task Analysis research method. Chapter 4 presents the results from the
CTA of expert users of TimeSync, a tool developed to support the semi-automated analysis of
Landsat time-series stacks (multiple multispectral images representing a chronosequence). Chapter
5 presents a discussion of the results of the CTA in relation to the design of computer systems and
novice training. Chapter 6 concludes the dissertation by addressing significance, limitations, and
future work suggested by the results of this study.
This study characterizes the cognitive skills, knowledge, and perceptual cues used by expert
image analysts charged with identifying and characterizing land use and land cover change events in
remote sensing imagery. The research is grounded in three distinct, independent, yet
complimentary, research domains. Theories concerning the procurement of images and their
relationship to physical process are considered in remote sensing research. Research in GIScience
considers the processes of representing and understanding geospatial information. Finally, Cognitive
Systems Engineering provides a theoretical framework for understanding the relationship between
the human cognitive system and computer system. The following section describes research
contributing to our current understanding of the image analysis process.

6

2. BACKGROUND
This chapter reviews relevant literature in the domain of remote sensing as well as cognitive
science. First, I discuss earth observation remote sensing, and the objectives of remote sensing
image analysis. Second, I describe the concept of expertise. The development of expertise is
reflected in cognitive abilities and knowledge structure, and is domain specific. The third section
describes several frameworks for understanding the process of visual perception. The fourth section
presents multiple approaches to describing cognitive processes. The final section presents Cognitive
Systems Engineering, a discipline concerned with the cognitive aspects of human and computer
interaction.

2.1. EARTH OBSERVATION
As noted in the previous chapter, earth observation from aerial platforms has been carried
out since 1858. The use of aerial photography and satellite imagery to support decision-making
regarding forest ecosystem management has a long history (for early examples see (A.J. Eardley,
1942)). Some of these historical applications of aerial photography remain even today, such as the
derivation of stand characteristics to support economic analysis (Holmgren, Thuresson, & Holm,
1997) and sketch-mapping practices to manage forest stand health (Taylor & MacLean, 2008).
Complementing the continued application of aerial photography, remote sensing data, acquired
from various satellite platforms, is central to the analysis of many large scale ecosystem processes
(W.B. Cohen & Goward, 2004; Levy et al., 2014).
Remote sensing sensors capture electromagnetic radiation that is emitted or reflected from
earth surface objects, and the transformation of the raw data to maps representing land use and
land cover. The scene model, proposed by Strahler (1986), describes the spatial and temporal
distribution of energy in a scene. This energy is then related to the distribution of matter in a scene
to estimate properties of the surface features. This scene model is described as an Image Formation
model (Datcu & Seidel, 2005) where a scene is represented by a raster image comprised of
rectangular pixels. The individual pixels represent an amount of light reflected or emitted from the
earth’s surface and the pixels can be distinguished from one another using basic perceptual
7

elements, such as tone and shape. At a higher level, the spectral and spatial relationships between
pixels are used to understand the arrangement of pixels as objects. Upon visual perception of these
digital representations, the human interpreter elicits information from the information under
contextual influences.
The general process of remote sensing as conceptualized by Jensen (2009) is presented in
Figure 2. Each of the four components presented by Jensen can be further broken down into multiple
processes that transform raw data into useful information. In this model, the interpretation of
imagery is part of the Analyze Data component, although it is important to remember that human
operators guide the entire process, from the formulation of research problems to the interpretation
of informational outputs.

FIGURE 2 THE REMOTE SENSING PROCESS (ADAPTED FROM JENSEN 2009)

Jensen differentiates between two image processing methods within the Analyze Data
component. Analog methods of image analysis are grounded in the understanding of aerial
photograph interpretation. Digital image processing methods are grounded in statistical and
mathematical processes of modeling, pattern recognition, and similar processes, many of which are
designed to model human visual-cognitive processes. This dichotomy of image processing methods
was developed from earlier descriptions, including the model by Estes, Hajic, and Tinney (1983). In
Estes’s conceptualization of remote sensing image analysis (Figure 3), the distinction is made
between manual procedures and computer assisted procedures.

8

FIGURE 3 IMAGE ANALYSIS TASKS (ADAPTED FROM ESTES ET AL. 1988)

Robert N. Colwell (1965) describes a divide in early remote sensing between two camps
debating the role of humans and computers in image analysis. The first camp, he says “holds that a
photograph normally presents information in such a disorganized form that the extraction of
information from it requires a highly subjective interpretation by the human analyst” while the other
camp “asserts that the recognition of an object from a photographic image is accomplished by
observing size, shape, shadow, tone, texture, and pattern characteristics, and by noting the position
which is occupies. All of these features, it maintained, can be adequately determined by a machine.”
Modern remote sensing computer programs are designed to support semi-automated
methods of image analysis (Gardin et al., 2011; Hoffman & Conway, 1989). The level of human
involvement in the image analysis process varies. In cases like citizen science applications, which are
becoming increasingly common, the human is tasked with both object identification and
signification, but the search task is typically simple and well-defined (Kerle & Hoffman, 2013). In the
case of land use and land cover studies, computer systems are guided through the identification
process while signification of identified patterns in the imagery are carried out by expert analysts
(Lu & Weng, 2007; Mather & Tso, 2003).
Two paradigms dominate discussions of image analysis, pixel-based analysis and objectbased image analysis (Blaschke, 2013). With the first form of analysis, traditional pixel-based image
classification methods rely solely on spectral characteristics of individual pixels, and use measures
9

of statistical similarity to determine a pixel’s class membership. In contrast, object-based methods
of analysis more closely resemble methods of manual image interpretation (Blaschke, 2010) as
object-based methods rely on segmentation that takes into account spatial context and spectral
characteristics of the image (Hay & Castilla, 2008). Both pixel-based and object-based image analysis
methods place the identification task with the computer while humans carry out object signification.
The signification of objects identified in remote sensing images is dependent upon an image
analyst’s expertise in remote sensing procedures and the scientific domain of study (Lueder, 1959).
Even in citizen science applications, where the novice interpreter is tasked with finding objects in
natural imagery, experts review the results of novice interpreters to verify the validity of novice work
(Kerle & Hoffman, 2013). Many image analysis tasks require the use of non-literal imagery, including
images created using energy beyond the visible range of the spectrum and the use of spectral indices
(McDonald, Gemmell, & Lewis, 1998).

An analyst’s ability to interpret these complex data

representations is dependent upon their perceptual and cognitive skills, which are reflections of the
level of expertise that they have developed (G. A. Klein & Hoffman, 1993). Expertise can be defined
in terms of cognitive development, knowledge structure, and reasoning processes (Hoffman, 1998).
Through rigorous training and extensive experience, expert image analysts develop procedural and
domain-relevant knowledge that is drawn upon during reasoning with remote sensing images. These
reasoning processes are developed through the orchestration of perceptual and cognitive tasks.

2.2. VISUAL COGNITION AND PATTERN RECOGNITION
Human reasoning about geospatial information is both the revelation of spatial features
patterns and an explanation of why they exist (Golledge, Marsh, & Battersby, 2008). Earth
observation images are understood by image analysts through the implematation of cognitive
faculties such as perception, memory, and reasoning. The goal of this section is to describe theories
of visual perception and visual cognition relevant to image analysis.
The first step towards human understanding of geographic space is perception. Our visual
perception of geographic objects, and representations of them are dependent upon our ability to
10

process perceptual elements. Perceptual elements are visual elements associated with common
perceptual experience (Grinstein & Levkowitz, 1995). These perceptual elements, sometimes
referred to as visual primitives or primitive features, include such elements as texture, color, shape,
and orientation. Visual perception is the cognitive ability to use visible light to interpret our
surroundings. The process of visual perception can be subdivided into low-level and high-level
processes. Investigations concerning low-level processes of visual perception consider the ability to
recognize forms using these perceptual elements, while high-level processes occur with properties
of form (Rouw, Kosslyn, & Hamel, 1997).
In relation to perception, Marr (1982) combines bottom-up and top-down processes of
perception in his computational model of perception (Figure 4). During the first stage of the model,
a primal sketch is formed from variations in light and dark. Next, a 2 1/2-D sketch is formed by the
addition of shading, texture and other perceptual elements. In the final stage, a 3-D sketch is formed
and objects are recognized using top-down processing from previously held schemata to form a final
representation. One criticism of this approach to visual perception is its oversimplication of
perceptual primitives affecting luminance (Warren, 2012). This criticism is particularly important to
the perception of two-dimensional imagery, as luminance is likely to be more imporant for
undersanding images than real world objects.

FIGURE 4 MARR'S COMPUTATIONAL MODEL OF PERCEPTION
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Feature integration theory (Treisman & Gelade, 1980) is an alternative multi-stage theory of
perception. In the first stage, the pre-attentive stage, individual perceptual elements, such as edges,
color, and orientation, are analyzed seperatly (Figure 5). During the second stage, the individual
features are integrated into a whole. One of the implications of feature integration theory is the
seperation of the perception of individual perceptual elements. A separate feature map is generated
for each of the perceptual elements, allowing for the instantaneous detection of distinctive features.
Feature integration theory has been used to describe the identification of cartographic symbols on
maps (Ciołkosz-Styk, 2012). Lloyd (1997) used feature integration theory to explain the ‘pop-out’
effect during spatial searches. He noted that the ‘pop-out’ effect had a greater impact on search
tasks when targets were differentiated from distractor symbols based on color and combinations of
color with other perceptual elements. In addition to the perceptual elements, location proved to
have a strong influence on the search time.

FIGURE 5 FEATURE INTEGRATION THEORY

Theories like the computational theory of perception (Marr 1982) and feature integration
theory (Treisman and Gelade 1980) attempt to describe the initial process of noticing. Theories of
visual cognition attempt to understand the process of combining knowledge and perception for
interpretation. Theories of visual cognition emphasize the use of cognitive operations to transform
basic perceptual cues to meaningful features. Cavanagh (2011) refers to visual cognition as
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“decision-based scene analyses that combine prior knowledge with retinal input to generate
representations.” The ability to process visual information to establish properties of spatial
relationships and geometric properties is central to visual thinking (Pinker, 1985; Ullman, 1984).
Ullman proposes five basic operations that comprise visual routines— direction of processing focus,
indexing, bounded activation, boundary tracing, and marking. These operations can be combined in
different ways according to the context of a given problem. Configuration parameters of the image
are used to incrementally build a representation of the scene (Ullman, 1996).
Seymour (1979) takes a functionalistic approach to visual cognition. The process that he
describes is adopted from additive factor theory (S. Sternberg, 1969) and a functional model of
feature identification based on logogens, functions for accepting visual and auditory responses
during word identification (Morton, 1969). These functions are complimentary to the operations
proposed by Ullman. First, encoding is a function where the human takes an external stimulus and
transforms it into an internal code. The ability to encode a stimulus is controlled by the human’s
inspection process, which in turn is influenced by the quality of the external stimulus, display load,
and visual selectivity. Second, representation is the maintenance of the internal code in short-term
memory. Representation is largely influenced by expectations driven by prior experiences. Third,
retrieval is the action of accessing or recalling an alternative representation of the previously
encoded internal codes from permanent memory. The retrieval function can be sub-divided into two
tasks, recognition and location of the information in long term memory banks. Fourth, comparison
is the function of testing the similarity or dissimilarity between two representations. Comparison is
described as feature-matching by Seymour, and is influenced by how quickly information is obtained
and the amount of similarity required for the judgment. Finally, expression is the act of transforming
the internal code into an external representation. This involves synthesizing the results from the
previous cognitive actions into a new meaningful realization.
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FIGURE 6 PROCESS OF VISUAL COGNITON DESCRIBED BY SEYMOUR (1979)

The theories of pattern recognition presented here are similar in that they consider the
process of visual cognition as a matching process where a first goal is pattern recognition based on
perceptual elements, and a second goal is pattern signification through an iterative process of
matching the pattern to previously held conceptions. Hoffman (1991) describes a similar process of
meteorological forecasting from imagery as a cyclic process where the mental model is developed,
refined, and tested through the use of hypotheses generated from visual displays. In each of these
cases, the process is dependent upon both perceptual and cognitive facets of the human mind.
Similarly, Lesgold, Rubinson, et al. (1988) assert that expert medical image analysis can be
broken into two components; attribution or identification of image features, and the signification of
those features through examination of their relationships to arrive at a diagnosis. In complementary
research, Lesgold, Glaser, et al. (1988) found that experts perform a cyclic diagnostic process where
they retrieve prior held knowledge in the form of a schemata, then adapt those schemata to the
current problem in order to create and confirm a diagnosis from the medical image. Lesgold et al.’s
findings echo other studies of expertise, most notably the extensive body of work considering Chess
expertise (De Groot & de Groot, 1978).
A cartographic viewpoint on the process of visual cognition focuses on improving our
knowledge of map interpretation as an input to map design. The pattern recognition model of
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cartographic visualization proposed by MacEachren and Ganter (Alan M MacEachren & Ganter,
1990) is grounded in a cognitive theory of pattern recognition and judgment presented by Margolis
(1987). First, a recognition action of seeing-that is performed. This is followed by an iterative process
of judgment, or reasoning-why, where pattern evidence is combined with prior knowledge to
generate new knowledge of the object. Through the process of pattern recognition and relationship
construction one can generate new insights (Fisher, 1994; A.M. MacEachren, 1992).
The notion of visual routines, as described by Ullman (1996), has important implications for
understanding visual image interpretation tasks. For example, it is conceivable that the visual routine
of perceiving inside/outside relationships is central to understanding the topological relationships
between geographic features. Work conducted by Li, Klippel, and Yang (2011) highlights the
importance of such topological relationships to event conceptualization. It is likely that these
conceptualizations are intimately tied to the visual routines, like the perception of inside/outside
relationships that Ullman describes. Differences between expert and novice interpretation abilities
could be attributed to differences in their ability to use visual cognitive routines.
As Ullman (1996) point out, visual cognitive routines are problem driven, and there is the
capacity to retain combinations of visual cognitive routines in long-term memory. Evidence has
shown that expertise does effect judgment speed in object recognition tasks in face recognition and
character recognition tasks (Palmeri & Gauthier, 2004). The facts that routines are problem oriented,
they can be stored as perceptual programs, and can be improved, suggests that it would be possible
to develop visual cognition skills specialized for a given domain. Evidence of this capability has been
found in the study of medical image analysis. In a study on perceptual and cognitive skills of expert
radiologists, Nodine et al. (1999) showed that differences in performance were attributable to the
level of perceptual-learning experience.
Other evidence has shown a direct relationship between domain-specific expertise and the
ability to detect semantically significant changes in imagery (Werner & Thies, 2000). In their study
on the effects of expertise on detecting semantically significant changes in images, Werner and Thies
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(2000) found that while experts out-performed novices in both semantically significant and
semantically insignificant change detection tasks, a much larger disparity in accuracy was found in
the case of semantically significant changes.
The process of visual cognition, and consequents of expertise, have direct implications for image
interpretation processes. Aerial photograph interpretation tasks, such as change detection, are
similar to other natural scene image interpretation tasks. The major differences are that, in contrast
to natural scene image interpretation, aerial photograph interpretation includes: an unnatural
vantage point, an ability to view electromagnetic radiation beyond the human visual perceptual
range, and a scale that typically allow the interpreter to view much larger expanses that are not
naturally possible. The adaptation to these qualities of aerial images requires the development of
cognitive skills specific to the remote sensing domain. Expert image analysts, like many other highly
skilled experts, develop such skills through focused practice and experience (Downs, 2014; K Anders
Ericsson & Charness, 1994; K Anders Ericsson & Lehmann, 1996).
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2.3. EXPERTISE
Expert image analysts develop a unique set of knowledge and skills to support their analysis
of remote sensing imagery. Studies of expertise are concerned with the characterization of
knowledge structures and cognitive skills that set domain experts apart from their novice
counterparts. Levels of expertise can be stratified into seven categories that correspond to
development of understanding in the craftsman trades— naivette, novice, initiaite, apprentice,
journeyman, expert, and master (Hoffman, 1998). As a person develops, their understanding of the
domain problem becomes more articulated through directed practices and experience. Expertise
directly influences a number of analytical processes experts have command over (G. A. Klein &
Hoffman, 1993). Through the development of expertise several changes occur to an analytical
process including more consistent, accurate, and complete analysis; integration of individual
judgments into overall strategy; refined perceptual learning that allow for complex discernment;
and increased self-reliance (R. J. Sternberg, 1998).
Experts develop strong cognitive, perceptual, and motor skillsets in response to task
demands (K Anders Ericsson, 2006; K Anders Ericsson & Lehmann, 1996). Expertise in the domain of
medical image analysis has been studied extensively and can be used to inform our understanding
of image interpretation. Expert medical image analysts show greater speed and accuracy than nonexperts in anomaly detection (Nodine et al., 1999; Wood, Batt, Appelboam, Harris, & Wilson, 2014),
highly attuned selective attention (Krupinski, 2011; Myles-Worsley, Johnston, & Simons, 1988), and
like other medical experts exhibit the ability to manipulate complex medical knowledge structures
(Schmidt, Norman, & Boshuizen, 1990). While expert performance has been shown to be domain
dependent (Werner & Thies, 2000), there are some general qualities that can be associated with
expertise. Describing expertise more generally, G. Klein (1997) proposed six aspects of expertise in
relation to decision-making, listed in Table 1.
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TABLE 1 ASPECTS OF EXPERTISE IN RELATION TO DECISION-MAKING SKILLS (ADAPTED FROM
KLEIN 1997)

Recognizing patterns
Making fine perceptual discriminations
Recognizing typicality and detecting anomalies
Mentally simulating future states and past states
Improvising
Adapting to events

Voss and Post (1988) suggest that experts have the ability to decompose complex, illstructured problems into subtasks and parameters for generating meaningful solutions. Posner
(1969) explains “the expert must [also] unify the stored information into a meaningful whole that
allows it to be retrieved more rapidly” (p. xxxi). Experts also show higher accuracy in problem solving
in the face of uncertainty (Johnson, 1988); a larger proportion of problem solving time dedicated to
problem construction (Chi, Glaser, & Rees, 1981); and the ability to decompose problems into subproblems (Voss & Post, 1988).
Results from classical expertise studies, such as Chase and Simon (1973) highlighted the
importance of local knowledge, or domain knowledge, in the form of collections of chess piece
configuration patterns. Experts were found to not only have extensive collections of these
configurations, but also rapid recall of the patterns during the problem solving process. In contrast
to this, novices held a smaller number of these patterns in memory, and lacked the ability to rapidly
access them. This difference in ability in turn affects the reasoning strategy employed by expert and
novice chess players, namely, novice chess players tend to employ superficial backward thinking,
while experts think forward with the pattern collection. Studies of chess expertise and other types
of expertise called into question the idea that general heuristics alone drive problem solving and
that heuristics may be influenced by problem context (Perkins & Salomon, 1989).
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Image analysts themselves have described qualities of expertise. The following quote echoes
the qualities described in many of the aerial photograph interpretation texts used in the document
analysis, described in Section 3.5 and 4.2.
Typical lists of desirable traits include visual acuity, powers of observation, imagination,
patience, and good judgment. In order to select persons having these qualities and develop
in them the particular skill needed for photo interpretation, psychologists must carry out
painstaking research on the processes which take place in the interpreter’s mind as he works
(Rabben, Chalmers, Manley, & Pickup, 1960).
Experimental approaches to understanding the qualities of expert image analysts have
focused on expertise as an influencing factor on perceptual processing for land use categorization
(Lloyd et al., 2002), plant pathology (Nilsson, 1995), change detection (Lansdale, Underwood, &
Davies, 2010), and visual saliency (Davies, Tompkinson, Donnelly, Gordon, & Cave, 2006).
Recent work concerning expertise in image interpretation has examined visual search
characteristics and categorization habits. Lansdale, Underwood, and Davies (2010) used eye-tracking
experiments to evaluate expert-novice differences in aerial image change detection tasks. Results
showed that the visual saliency of objects was a more important factor of novice search
characteristics than of expert search, suggesting that the prior knowledge of expert analysts prevails
over salience in interpretation tasks. These findings build upon previous work by Davies et al. (2006)
and Henderson, Brockmole, Castelhano, and Mack (2007), that shows visual saliency was a more
important factor than scene context in search processes of experts and novices. The authors
attribute this effect to image complexity, but advise that further research is needed.
Antrop and Van Eetvelde (2000) describe how the holistic characteristic of human
perception lends itself to the description of urban landscapes in remote sensing images. The authors
use ecological theory of holism and Gestalt theory, from cognitive psychology, to describe human
perception of landscape patches. Comparing human interpretations of landscape heterogeneity to
automated algorithm approaches, the authors found that the landscape metric of “summed
entropy” most closely aligned to the delineations made by human interpreters. Their results indicate
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the potential to develop automated methods of patch mensuration that reflect human conception
of geographic space.
In other experimental studies, the goal has been to determine how expertise affects
categorization of images. Lloyd et al. (2002) examined the effect of expertise—Geographer or Not a
Geographer—had on land use categorization with aerial imagery. Geographers tended to respond
more quickly and have higher confidence than Non-Geographers overall, and experts were more
accurate in the identification of low-level land use categories such as “industrial areas.” It has also
been shown that types of expertise affect interpreter judgments. Battersby and Hodgson (2012)
found that experts in either hazards management or image interpretation were more accurate, than
novices, at damage assessment tasks. These authors suggest that the amount of improvement on
accuracy as a function of expertise is limited, but that expertise may have a stronger effect in more
complex image interpretation tasks.
The way in which experts structure their domain knowledge affects their categorization of
imagery (Medin, Lynch, Coley, & Atran, 1997). Expert systems design uses the knowledge structure
of experts to aid in the design of automated image analysis systems. For example, Hoffman (1984)
used knowledge elicitation to develop a database of propositions used by expert terrain analysts
and then used the definitions to inform expert system design. In later work, he also developed a list
of terrain analysis terminology drawn directly from the perceptual descriptions of terrain features
by expert analysts (Robert R Hoffman, 1990).
Understanding the characteristics of expertise, its development, and previous attempts to
understand expertise within the remote sensing domain is necessary for developing a holistic
understanding of the image analysis process. A person’s expertise not only affects their work
practices, but also their perceptual abilities.

2.4. ELEMENTS OF PERCEPTION
The image analysis process is highly visual in nature, therefore, it is necessary to understand
what perceptual cues analysts use, and the ways in which they use them to interpret imagery. The
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basic perceptual element, also termed perceptual primitive or visual cue, is fundamental to our
ability to detect patterns. Both cartographers and image interpreters have recognized the
importance of primitive perceptual elements in their use of geographic media. Within cartography,
graphic variables are addressed as primitive constituents of map signification from the perspective
of map design. Bertin (1983) (originally published in French in 1967 with an English translation
published in 1983) proposed a framework of graphic variables that serve as a basic vocabulary for
the translation of geographic phenomenon into visual geographic representations (McCleary, 1983).
Through knowledgeable composition of maps, map reader understanding can be improved (M.
Wood, 1968). Earlier, a very similar framework of such perceptual elements was derived during the
formalization of the image interpretation discipline. These elements of image interpretation,
formalized by Olson (1960), are found throughout early texts. The elements facilitate the
identification and signification of patterns and objects in remotely sensed images (Estes et al., 1983),
and expert analysts are able to use them to support reasoning with images captured from an aerial
vantage point (Rabben, Chalmers Jr., Manley, & Pickup, 1960). While these cartographic and image
interpretation frameworks present a nearly identical set of individual perceptual elements, their
intended goals differ. In the case of Bertin, the graphic variables are meant to be considered during
the design of cartographic maps to guide how cartographers chose to signify features, with the goal
being clearer communication of the underlying data. Bertin based his ideas on the assumption that
map readers will interpret differences within each graphic variable in consistent ways without prior
training. In contrast, Olson’s aerial photograph interpretation elements are presented as
characteristics that are inherent in the visual image and that support interpretation and extraction
of information from data. A visual comparison of these two frameworks is provided in Appendix A.
The frameworks of Bertin and Olson have served as guides in research within cartography
and remote sensing, respectively. Bertin’s original six variables have been extended to include color
saturation and arrangement (Morrison, 1974) as well as focus, or clarity (A.M. MacEachren, 1992).
The aerial photograph interpretation elements have also gone through some revision, most notably
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the addition of height (Estes et al., 1983). These frameworks are particularly useful for designing
basic experimental research designs and have served as a basis of a number of cognitive studies in
cartography (Garlandini & Fabrikant, 2009).
The amount of experimental research concerning human analysis of remote sensing imagery
is limited; however, research in the related area of digital imaging considers human vision in the
context of digital image display and draws on the results of basic experimental research (Rogowitz,
Pappas, & Allebach, 2001). Other research has shown photographic properties of resolution
(Battersby & Hodgson, 2012), scene context (Hodgson, 1998; Lloyd & Hodgson, 2002), and texture
(Hodgson & Lloyd, 1986) also influence human interpretation tasks.
Studies have also examined analyst characteristics beyond expertise. Gardin et al. (2011) use
a web-based research design, called WAVARS (Web-based assessment of operator performance
variability within remote sensing image interpretation tasks) to examine analyst performance. The
main objective of this study was to quantify interpreter variability. Analysts were asked to perform
6 separate digitizations of features in imagery, including tasks using line, polygon and point
digitization. The completeness of human interpretations ranged from 11% to 100% between
individuals, and 35% to 100% accuracy between individuals. Human factors contributing to this
variability included aspects of user confidence, desire to achieve high accuracy, and previous
experience (Van Collie et al., 2014)
In some cases, the image interpretation elements have been used as variables in cognitive
experiments with remotely sensed images. Battersby and Hodgson (2012) addressed the question
of optimal image resolution for supporting damage assessment. Effective emergency response
depends on timely acquisition of high resolution imagery; however, the amount of time required to
acquire and process images increases with resolution. Determining the optimal balance between
resolution and interpretability is useful for keeping acquisition and processing times low, thus
potentially improving response times.
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In other cases, higher order characteristics of imagery, including context and complexity, have
served as the variable of interest. Lloyd and Hodgson (2002) address the influence of natural, or
realistic, scenes on visual search processes in contrast to a typical map search where the background
is uncluttered (Lloyd, 1997). The results of this study suggest that more complex, or cluttered
backgrounds and land use type influenced search time. Context can also enhance the interpretation
process, Lloyd et al. (2002) found higher order land use categories were easier for interpreters to
identify, due to the presence of prototypical objects that could be used to differentiate between
land use types.
Alternative studies of conceptualization have used card sorting methods. Medin et al. (1997)
compared the knowledge structures of expert taxonomists, landscape workers, and parks
maintenance personnel using a card sorting method finding that the underlying goals of an
individual’s domain greatly affected their category structure. While each of these groups could be
considered “tree experts,” the authors’ research showed distinct differences between their
conceptualizations.
This section summarized the role of visual perception in image interpretation. Image
analysts use perceptual elements to identify objects, and to create understanding of what the object
is. This process of signification is carried out through the use of cognitive tasks that the expert
develops in the context of their work. The following section describes cognitive tasks and skills that
are used to make sense of the visual perceptual elements that are encountered during the image
interpretation process.

2.5. COGNITIVE SKILLS AND TASKS
Cognition is a broad term used to describe people’s mental functioning. Cognitive tasks are
the mental skills, including perception, memory, reasoning, and the like. Experts develop sets of skills
based on contextually dependent tasks. For example, an expert image analyst will become skilled at
determining forest types from aerial images, this skill can then be used to analyze an image of a
forest plot. Thomas L Seamster, Redding, and Kaempf (1997) developed a hierarchical typology of
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cognitive skills, proposing five main types— automated skills, procedural skills, representational
skills and strategies. Automated skills are those that develop from extensive training and use.
Procedural skills unlike automated skills require some cognitive guidance. Representational skills are
those that guide the development and use of mental models. Decision-making skills result from
learning procedural cues, and are refined through feedback. Strategies, equivalent to metacognitive
skills (Crandall, Klein, & Hoffman, 2006), involve the management of the other skills. These cognitive
skills can be refined by experts to improve their ability to complete cognitive tasks.
The Structure of Intellect model (Guilford, 1967) organizes human cognitive abilities into
three major categories. The first, content, describes the types of information that humans come in
contact with— visual, auditory, symbolic, semantic, and behavioral. He then describes the products
that cognition acts on— units, classes, relations, systems, transformations, and implications. Taken
together, these two groups describe the types of information people think about, but does nothing
to describe how we think about them. Guiliford then describes operations, that are actions that can
be taken on the first two categories— cognition, memory, divergent production, convergent
production, and evaluation. The elements of the three categories are combinable into sets of
intellectual skills presented in Table 2.
TABLE 2 COGNITIVE OPERATIONS PROPOSED BY GUILFORD

Operation

Definition

Cognition

Recognition of Information

Memory

Retention of Information

Divergent Thinking

Thinking process that generates new information from known information

Convergent Thinking

Thinking process that leads to a recognized or conventionally correct answer

Evaluation

Reaches decision to the correctness, suitability, or adequacy of information

Several studies have attempted to develop typologies of the cognitive tasks performed
during the use of visualization tools. While these tasks are addressed in terms of what visualization
should support, they are also indicative of the types of the tasks that analysts performing general
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visual geospatial analysis undertake using computers. Wehrend and Lewis (1990) approach cognitive
tasks of interactive visualization from a goal-oriented perspective. They develop a domain
independent typology where operations are paired with general data types. The Wehrend and Lewis
typology influenced the development of a subsequent typology of low-level analytical tasks by Amar,
Eagan, and Stasko (2005) The low-level analytic tasks can be combined to perform more complex
tasks, similar to the way that Ullman’s operations work. The typologies are presented in Table 3
below. There are several commonalities between the two typologies; however, the typology
presented by Wehrend and Lewis (Wehrend & Lewis, 1990) did not provide definitions for the
individual tasks, making it difficult to determine the relationships between the two computer
visualization typologies.
TABLE 3 COGNITIVE TASK TYPOLOGIES

Wehrend & Lewis 1990

Amar, Eagan, & Stasko 2005

Identify

Retrieve Value

Locate

Filter

Distinguish

Compute Derived Value

Categorize

Find Extremum

Cluster

Sort

Distribution

Determine Range

Rank

Characterize Distribution

Compare

Find Anomalies

Within and between relationships

Cluster

Associate

Correlate

Correlate

Cognitive task typologies have also been developed for specific domains. Two examples
developed for remote sensing and intelligence analysis highlight similarities in the analytical tasks
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undertaken by analysts in each domain. In their assessment of cognitive aspects of military
reconnaissance operations, MacLeod, Hone, and Smith (2005) describe a typology of tasks used in
official documentation of military intelligence operations. The operations discussed by MacLeod,
Hone, and Smith are similar to the actions in the typology provided by Lillesand et al. (2004) and
Campbell (2002). The process of detection and identification are common to both typologies. The
authors agree that detection is the awareness of object presence. The authors’ concepts of
identification and recognition are contradictory. To Lillesand identification is an act of recognizing
an object, but to MacLeod identification and recognition are two separate tasks. Recognition in
MacLeod’s typology is specific to determining whether an object is hostile or not, and identification
is the naming of an object. MacLeod’s description of recognition seems to be a specific form of
classification. The remaining tasks that Lillesand describes, delineation, enumeration, and
mensuration, are very specific tasks for obtaining information from an image. They do not have
equivalents in MacLeod’s typology. A comparison of these typologies is provided in Table 4.
TABLE 4 A COMPARISON OF TYPOLOGIES DEVELOPED FOR PHOTO INTEPRETATION AND
RECONAISSANCE

Lillesand et al., 2004

MacLeod, Hone, & Smith 2005

Detection

Detection

Identification

Identification

Delineation

Classification

Enumeration

Recognition

Mensuration

The previous section described four approaches to organizing cognitive tasks. Two of the
approaches describe cognitive tasks in the context of computer visualization, while the others
address domain-specific cognitive tasks, one from aerial photograph interpretation, and one from
military reconnaissance. It is likely that the tasks presented in the computer visualization typologies
are also used in image analysis, but occur as combinations to support the higher order tasks
described by Lillesand et al. (2004).
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2.6. COGNITIVE APPROACHES TO WORK
Cognitive Systems Engineering (CSE) is an approach to studying problem solving. Cognitive
Systems Engineering research is conducted with the intent of improving the human experience in
complex socio-technological settings (Marmaras & Nathanael, 2005; Rasmussen, Pejtersen, &
Goodstein, 1994; D. Woods & Hollnagel, 1983). The benefits of CSE lie in the integration of theory
and techniques from a number of research areas including human factors, ergonomics, and cognitive
psychology to provide a holistic perspective of the cognitive aspects of work. Research within CSE
has addressed the system design requirements in domains including emergency response (Isaac
Brewer, 2002; Ntuen, Balogun, Boyle, & Turner, 2006) and intelligence analysis (D. D. Woods,
Patterson, & Roth, 1998).
Within the CSE discipline, it is possible to identify two major perspectives on the study of
work (Bisantz & Roth, 2007). First, a Cognitive Work Analysis (CWA) perspective emphasizes the
functional system components in a workplace. CWA focuses on the tasks that actors perform, the
environment within which they work, and the perceptual, cognitive, and ergonomic attributes of
work (Vicente, 1999). This framework is adopted when the intent is to study not only the tasks
required to achieve an end goal, but also the environment through which the actor completes those
tasks. A contrasting perspective, Cognitive Task Analysis (CTA) is a framework that focuses on the
tasks an actor performs but emphasizes the perceptual and cognitive attributes of those tasks (J. M.
Schraagen, S. F. Chipman, & V. J. Shalin, 2000), not the work environment. Cognitive Task Analysis is
“the extension of traditional task analysis techniques to yield information about the knowledge,
thought processes, and goal structures that underlie observable task performance” (Chipman,
Schraagen, & Shalin, 2000). CTA has been employed in other science domains that leverage imagery,
such as meteorology, where analysts utilize a combination of imagery and external data to
understand environmental patterns (Hoffman, Coffey, Ford, & Carnot, 2001; Hoffman, Crandall, &
Shadbolt, 1998).
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A number of terms are used to label cognitive approaches to studying work. The previous
paragraph differentiated between Cognitive Work Analysis and Cognitive Task Analysis. Another
potential point of confusion regarding terminology is the distinction between Work Domain Analysis
(WDA) and Task Analysis (TA). Both Work Domain Analysis and Task Analysis are methods of Work
Analysis, the study of human work (Vicente, 1999). WDA serves as the initial phase of Cognitive
Work Analysis, and emphasizes the environmental bounds on operator behavior during work
towards a goal. In contrast, TA serves as a framework within CSE that emphasizes individual tasks
undertaken during an actor’s interaction with a sociotechnical system (Kirwan & Ainsworth, 2004).
This task-driven approach contrasts with the cognitive-driven approach of CTA. Vicente (1999)
distinguishes between the types of informational outputs provided by WDA and TA. In the case of
WDA the goal is the identification of worker informational needs to perform their work. In contrast,
in TA the goal is to determine the steps that must be performed to complete work, here the goal is
descriptive. A final goal of WA is normative, describing the ideal work process.
Both CWA and CTA draw upon knowledge elicitation methods to reach their end goals.
Knowledge elicitation is the process of expounding domain-specific knowledge essential to human
performance (N.J. Cooke, 1999). The immense number of knowledge elicitation methods, and the
endless number of possibilities for their uses, make it difficult to provide a definitive classification of
methods available. Nancy J Cooke (1994) organizes techniques of knowledge elicitation into three
families, based on their methodological similarity—interview and observation, process tracing, and
conceptual techniques. Figure 7 provides Cooke’s typology; the methods used in the current work
are highlighted.
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FIGURE 7 KNOWLEDGE ELICITATION TECHNIQUES (ADAPTED FROM COOKE, 1994)

Knowledge elicitation methods, when applied using a CTA framework can be used to make
implicit knowledge and reasoning strategies employed by experts explicit, and provide a detailed
account of the types of expert reasoning activities used within remote sensing image analysis
(Hoffman & Pike, 1995). Experts have developed domain-specific skillsets that set them apart from
novices and experts from other domains. Novices are only capable of superficial interpretation,
while expert image analysts are able to understand the content of images at a deeper level. It should
be remembered that this distinction between novice and expert is not binary, and that expertise is
a gradient between novice and expert. The characteristics of expertise have long been of interest to
image analysts. The following quote, from Colwell (1966) sums up what many other texts written
between 1918 and 1960 suggested as expert character.
Each of these men has a solid background of training and experiences in his specialty, by
virtue of which he is able to identify, on aerial photographs, objects that the amateur would
either overlook entirely or would fail to interpret in their proper significance (R. N. Colwell,
1966).
As discussed in Section 2.3 above, it is also possible to describe general characteristics of
expertise. The ability to identify differences between expert and novice abilities, and differences
between experts with different levels and types of expertise, is crucial for determining the skills
necessary for mastering image analysis. Cognitive Task Analysis is one way of identifying these skills.
In addition to informing user training, Cognitive Task Analysis has been used to inform the
design of automated systems. As noted above, Hoffman (Hoffman, 1984, 1985) inventoried expert
skills and terrain analysis terminology during the development of an expert system database. In my
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own research, reported below, Cognitive Task Analysis is applied to understand the process of image
interpretation in the context of forest ecology.

2.7. DISCUSSION
The previous sections situate this study within historical and modern research in remote
sensing, cognitive science, and Cognitive Systems Engineering. Prior work has shown that human
cognitive abilities are essential to the transformation of remote sensing data to insightful
information and that these abilities can be studied within the context of a larger human-computer
system. The results of such studies can be used to inform the development of new computer
systems, as well as training methods and materials. Finally, the results of these types of studies also
benefit the expert analysts as image interpreters stand to benefit from a clearer understanding of
their own analysis process.
The interpretation process is approached as a two-step process reliant upon both perceptual
and cognitive processes. Perception allows the image interpreter to experience the real world
features, while cognition allows them to assign meaning to the features that they percieve. The
process of identifying and signifying features is strongly influenced by the level of expertise an
interpreter has achieved through practice and experience within a domain.
The next chapter describes the CTA framework used in this study to determine expert
knowledge, perceptual cues, and cognitive tasks. To study these aspects of image interpretation,
this study is based on the work of several expert image analysts familiar with TimeSync, a
visualization tool developed to support the interpretation of forest disturbances from a combination
of Landsat satellite images and aerial photographs (Warren B Cohen, Yang, & Kennedy, 2010). It
describes the knowledge elicitation methods including semi-structured interviews and workflow
diagramming.
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3. METHODS
The goal of this CTA was to describe the cognitive processes, knowledge, and perceptual
cues used by expert image analysts who use a semi-automated image analysis system called
TimeSync (Warren B Cohen et al., 2010). Qualitative knowledge elicitation methods were used
within the CTA framework to address the research questions described in Chapter 1, with the
intention that the answers to these questions could be used to create recommendations for
developing TimeSync training strategies and materials, and for development of geovisual analytics
tools that support image analysis more generally for the use of TimeSync.
1. How does historical literature characterize cognitive processes of image interpretation?
2. What cognitive tasks, knowledge, and perceptual cues do modern image analysts use while
performing image analysis?
The CTA progressed through five stages. First, a document analysis was conducted to
describe discussions regarding cognitive aspects of image interpretation in early historical texts. This
step served as a way to define the qualitative codes that were used in subsequent phases of the
CTA. Second, semi-structured interviews were carried out with expert image analysts to elicit their
knowledge and the cognitive tasks underlying the use of TimeSync. Third, diagramming was carried
out with experts to identify their conceptualizations of the image interpretation process. Fourth,
workplace observation was carried out to determine how well the expert conceptualizations match
their actual processes. Finally, follow-up interviews were conducted with analysts to gather
feedback about the diagrams generated during the CTA process.
This chapter begins with a general description of the Cognitive Task Analysis research
process. Section 3.1 describes the methodological framework, and provides a detailed description
of the expert image interpreters who took part in the study. Section 3.2 describes the content
analysis approach used in the examination of the historical aerial photograph interpretation texts.
Section 3.3 describes the analytical method of qualitative coding. Section 3.4 presents individual
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knowledge elicitation methods employed within the Cognitive Task Analysis framework. Finally
Section 3.5 describes the creation of knowledge representation materials.

3.1. METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK
This research uses qualitative knowledge elicitation methods (Silverman, 2011) within a CTA
methodological framework for studying work by image analysis experts using a semi-automated
image analysis tool TimeSync. The compilation of multiple methods allows for the analysis from
multiple viewpoints and results in a holistic understanding of the image analysis process.
Cognitive Task Analysis can be conceptualized as a five stage process. First, a practitioner
collects primary knowledge about the domain under investigation, typically through the review of
training documents and other written materials (Hoffman & Lintern, 2006). Next, the practitioner
has experts express their understanding of the work process through the use of knowledge
representation techniques. Third, knowledge is elicited by the practitioner through the use of
focused interviews. Fourth, the practitioner analyzes the data through qualitative and/or
quantitative methods. Finally, representations of the final results are generated to support the
research objectives. Within this framework, the practitioner has a great deal of flexibility in their
choice of knowledge elicitation methods. However, as J. M. Schraagen, S. F. Chipman, and V. L. Shalin
(2000) point out, little has been written directly about the process of selecting appropriate
knowledge elicitation methods to populate a framework like the one shown in Figure 8. As a result,
there is still no consensus on the process of selecting knowledge elicitation methods.
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FIGURE 8 DIAGRAM REPRESENTING THE OVERALL FRAMEWORK ADOPTED FOR THE CURENT CTA

Although consensus on the process of selecting methods has not been reached, several
authors propose guidelines that informed choices made in the research reported here (J.M.
Schraagen et al., 2000; Wei & Salvendy, 2004). The guidelines by Wei and Salvendy (2004) are
perhaps the most concrete available for selecting individual knowledge elicitation methods in a
Cognitive Task Analysis (CTA) framework. Their guidelines are presented below in Table 5. The image
analysis process that is the focal point for the current Cognitive Task Analysis was broadly
understood from the perspective of image interpretation; however, the individual cognitive tasks
specific to TimeSync were not well known prior to this study. Also, the process of image
interpretation is highly skill-based, as evident in many of the historical descriptions of the domain.
For these reasons, the observation and interview knowledge elicitation methods were used.
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TABLE 5 GUIDELINES FOR SELECTION OF KNOWLEDGE ELICITATION METHODS FOR CTA (ADAPTED
FROM WEI AND SALVENDY (2004)

When to use Various CTA Methods

Families of CTA Methods
Observation
and Interview

Tasks and domain are not well defined
in the initial stage

X

Procedures to performance task are not
well defined

X

Process
Tracking

Task are representative, and the process
is clear

X

Task processes and performance require
tracking

X

Verbal data are easily captured without
compromising performance

X

Conceptual
Techniques

Domain knowledge and structures
require defining

X

Multiple task analysers are used, and
task requires less verbalization

X

Task requires quantitative prediction
and task models change little when the
scenario changes

X

Task performance is affected or
distracted by interference
Task analyzers lack significant
knowledge and techniques

Formal
Models

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Tasks are:
Skill-based
Rule-based
Knowledge-based

X

X
X

X

The availability of multiple techniques especially valuable for accessing different types of
information is one of the strengths of Cognitive Task Analysis. The differential access hypothesis
suggests that different methods lead to the elicitation of different types of knowledge, painting a
clearer picture of the work process (Cheatham & Lane, 2002; Hoffman, Shadbolt, Burton, & Klein,
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1995; Potter, Roth, Woods, & Elm, 2000). Differential access was also adopted by Buttenfield (1999)
in her study of the usability of digital libraries. This hypothesis has been supported through evidence
from a number of Cognitive Task Analysis studies. In their study of Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV)
use in search operations, Adams et al. (2009), successfully employ a combination of Goal-Directed
Task Analysis, Control Task Analysis, and Work Domain Analysis to inform the development of
interfaces to support UAV use in search operations. Combining the results from each of these
methods produces a comprehensive overview of the entire UAV search operation. Other successful
examples of this selective application of CTA highlight the fact that the final holistic result from such
analysis is greater than a sum of the parts. Still, it is important to note that selection of appropriate
techniques may be challenging to new practitioners and the number of potential combinations of
techniques can pose threats to the validity of a study. Clark, Feldon, Merrienboer, Yates, and Early
(2013) suggest that this threat can be overcome through careful review of the methods used in
previous Cognitive Task Analysis studies.
Successful implementation of knowledge elicitation methods within the CTA framework is
reliant upon careful consideration of the analysis goals. The process of formalizing goals for a CTA is
typically carried out with the guidance of project sponsors (Zachary, Hoffman, Crandall, Miller, &
Nemeth, 2012). Here, the study was carried out without the need to meet specific requirements of
a project sponsor, it was conducted with the goal of expanding our knowledge of the interpretation
process in the context of modern semi-automated image analysis, specifically TimeSync. The fact
that the research was not constrained by requirements of a project sponsor made it more practical
to develop generalizable knowledge useful well beyond its application to TimeSync. The next section
describes the expert analysts that took part in the Cognitive Task Analysis study.

ANALYSTS
A total of seven expert image analysts, with a range of experience, were recruited to take
part in this research. All seven of the analysts are members of a working group that uses remotely
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sensed data to study land use change. Each of the analysts took part in the study as part of their
normal work time.
Experts were chosen based on three criteria. First, analysts have common image analysis
work experience with TimeSync and were currently working on the same project, a national scale
forest disturbance mapping project. This ensures that the analysts have similar goals when carrying
out the image analysis, and common working vocabulary and knowledge about the tool being used.
This allows the Cognitive Task Analysis process to obtain a deep understanding of the analytical
process rather than putting focus on more superficial aspects of differences in task and terminology.
Second, the analysts were all proximally located making interaction with them both time and cost
effective. Finally, the group was in the process of creating an instructional manual for novices
learning to use the TimeSync tool, giving them a vested interest in the results of the Cognitive Task
Analysis study. The limited number of analysts taking part in the project made it possible to spend
more time with each analyst, and examine in-depth their reasoning processes in relation to a variety
of environmental conditions represented in the images.
The use of TimeSync as a specific case study for the CTA does pose some limits to the
generalizability of the study. In particular, this system has been specifically designed to support semiautomated analysis of forest change. Many of the components of TimeSync are specific to the tool,
and are not available in today’s commercial image analysis software packages. Another limitation is
the consideration of the types of image products used in TimeSync. TimeSync is designed to support
interpretation with aerial photography and satellite imagery that has been transformed into nonliteral imagery. Remote sensing incorporates many other imagery types, and it is probable that there
are additional cognitive processes that experts utilize in the face of these other imagery types and
computer systems. Similar CTA studies with other systems and imagery types will, thus, be needed
to confirm the results of this study, and to create a more general picture of the image analysis
process. However, by grounding the work in an understanding of historical training material for
image analysts, the results obtained are put into a broader context.
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TIMELINE
The in-person components of the Cognitive Task Analysis were carried out during two
separate weeklong visits to the U.S. Forest Service’s Forest Science Lab in Corvallis, Oregon. During
the initial visit in November 2013, semi-structured interviews, knowledge representation activities,
and workplace observation were conducted. A second visit was made in January of 2014 and follow
up interviews were conducted to gather analyst feedback on the knowledge representations created
during the analysis of data gathered during the first field visit in November. A timeline of these
events in the context of the larger project is provided in Figure 9 below.

FIGURE 9 TIMELINE OF PROJECT EVENTS

3.2. PHASE 1: PRELIMINARY KNOWLEDGE COLLECTION
An initial evaluation of aerial photograph interpretation literature was conducted to
evaluate traditional descriptions of the image interpretation process. The driving goal of the content
analysis was to consider the process of aerial photograph interpretation in earth observation
sciences from a cognitive standpoint. The literature surveyed consisted of textbooks and manuals
published prior to 1960. The year 1960 was selected as a particularly important year for remote
sensing. First, the term “remote sensing” was first coined by Evelyn Pruitt (Pruitt, 1979). Second, the
first meteorological satellite TIROS-1 was launched on April 1 of that year. The time period prior to
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1960 was a time of tremendous growth in the discipline associated within the period between World
War I and World War II, and books from this time period describe the human role in interpretation
in greater detail than modern texts because no part of the interpretation process had yet been
automated.
This analysis differs from previous reviews of the historical developments in this time period
by focusing on the interpretation process from a cognitive perspective. Previously, Campbell (2008)
reviewed the development of aerial photo interpretation within the context of military
reconnaissance, and while the importance of expertise is mentioned in passing, the article’s focus is
historical narrative. In his 1993 review of 40 years of progress in remote sensing, R.N. Colwell (1993)
suggests that one area lacking progress is that of human factors of remote sensing. He points to the
fact that a great deal of work concerning human factors was undertaken in the past but that lack of
funding for manual interpretation has hindered further development of human factors research. A
far greater number of contributions concerning the historical development of cartography and GIS
exist (Coppock & Rhind, 1991; Raisz, 1937) and in many of these texts aerial photography is
addressed as a means for gathering information to inform map creation and revision. Since the focus
in those texts is primarily cartography and/or GIS they were left out of this analysis as not being
representative of the core of the field. Texts focusing on digital image analysis are also not
addressed, as they typically do not provide comprehensive discussions of the human factors of
image analysis.
A survey of fourteen books and field guides from the time period 1918 to 1959 was
completed with the goal to identify discussions of cognitive skills and perceptual elements regarding
the interpretation of aerial photographs. The sample of texts written during this time was limited by
the book’s availability. For each text, the chapter providing instruction on interpretation was
surveyed. In several cases, additional miscellaneous references to cognitive processes and aspects
of expertise were found outside of the interpretation chapter and are included in the analysis. The
details for each of these texts are provided in Table 6.
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TABLE 6 DETAILS REGARDING THE HISTORICAL TEXTS SURVEYED

PUBLISHED

AUTHOR

TITLE

1918

US Dept. of Aeronautics

Study and Exploitation of Aerial Photographs

1928

Winchester & Wills

Geographical Applications Aerial Photography: A
Comprehensive Survey of Its Practice & Development

1929

Lee

The face of the earth as seen from the air: a study in the
application of airplane photography to geography

1932

Canadian Dept. of Interior

1941

Bagley

1941

US Dept. of War

1942

Heavey

Reading Aerial Photographs Map and aerial photo reading
simplified

1944

Abrams

How to Interpret Aerial Photographs: Essentials of aerial
surveying and photo interpretation

1944

Lobeck & Tellington

Air Photographs Military maps and air photographs: their use
and interpretation

1948

Hart

Air photography applied to surveying

1948

Spurr

Techniques and Principles of Photo-Interpretation

1959

Schwidefsky & Fosberry

Plotting Aerial Photographs with Simple Equipment: An
outline of photogrammetry

1959

Lueder

The use of aerial photographs for mapping.
Reading and Interpretation of Aerial Photography
Aerophotography and Aerosurveying
FM 21-25 Elementary map and aerial photograph reading.

Aerial photographic interpretation: principles and
applications.

A qualitative content analysis approach was used to structure the analysis (Berelson, 1952).
Content analysis is a method for systematically describing the contents of textual and visual
documents (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005). Here I use what Hsieh and Shannon (2005) describe as a
conventional approach to content analysis, where categorical structures are developed inductively
during the analysis (Mayring, 2000). The structure of this analysis will be elaborated upon in the
following section.
The research question formulated for this process was “How does historical literature
characterize cognitive processes of image interpretation?” These texts may contain more directed
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discussions of cognitive factors of image interpretation than modern texts due to the fact that
humans were manually interpreting images during that time period. Three broad categories were
created from this question. First, the category Cognition captures processes of learning, memory,
expertise, and reasoning. The second category, Perceptual Elements represents visual perceptual
stimuli presented by Olson (1960). The term perceptual elements is used here instead of image
interpretation elements, as the different elements were not conceptualized as a holistic framework
at the time, and the elements are common to the other frameworks, like Bertin (1983). The third
category used in this content analysis is Relationships between Maps and Images. This category is
distinct from the previous two in that it focusses on the characteristics of maps and images that
authors use to distinguish between their uses. While aspects of cognition are discussed in many
cases, they are not typically directly addressed in detail. For example, the nature of the image as a
detailed pictorial representation has implications for the amount of interpretation that a viewer
would need to perform in order to extract useful information; this contrasts with the abstracted
nature of the cartographic map. These characteristics are inherent to the map and image, but also
influence interpretation processes.
Excerpts from the fourteen texts were coded inductively, meaning that each excerpt was
tested against the current code framework and if it failed to be adequately described by an existing
code, a new one was created. The codes were reviewed multiple times as new texts were added,
once all of the textual excerpts were coded, a review of the comprehensive code list was made. At
that time codes were merged, deleted, refined, and further refined. The final set of codes and their
definitions are presented in Table 7 below.
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TABLE 7 CODING SCHEME APPLIED TO HISTORICAL AERIAL PHOTOGRAPH TEXT BOOKS

The Map and the Image
Ground survey accuracy
Air photos are pictorial
Maps are abstractions
Definition of Aerial photograph Interpretation
Relationship between images and maps
Images can be more difficult to read than maps
Scale
Time

Definition
Ground surveys are more accurate than images.
The aerial photograph is a pictorial representation.
The map is an abstraction of reality, created by a cartographer.
Author's definition of aerial photograph interpretation.
Images can serve as maps, inform the creation of maps, and be used to edit them.
Difficulty due to shadow, vegetation cover.
Reference to the effects of map or image scale.
Reference to the effects of time on the image.

Image Interpretation Elements
Shadow
Color/Tone
Size
Shape
Context
Texture
Pattern
Resolution

Cognition
Convergence of Evidence
Orientation of an image
Knowledge: Domain
Knowledge: Field Experience
Vantage Point
Knowledge: Photo Interpretation

A process whereby multiple pieces of evidence are used in interpretation.
Images are oriented so that shadows fall towards the interpreter.
The expert has knowledge of the domain of interest; forestry, geology, anthropology, etc.
The expert has knowledge of the environment from work in the field.
The vertical vantage point provides a unique perspective to interpreters.
The expert has knowledge of aerial photograph interpretation practices.

There are limitations implicit within the content analysis method. Content analysis is purely
descriptive in nature, and while it is possible to describe patterns emerging from a given text, it is
harder to provide reasons why those patterns exist. Second, content analysis is limited by the
availability of materials for analysis. These drawbacks are offset by several strengths. Content
analysis is inexpensive and does not require human subject’s approval. Content analysis is also one
of the few methods available for considering historical perspectives about skill development
presented in written materials. Finally, content analysis is also applicable to a variety of scenarios
and can be combined with other methods to provide more in-depth descriptions of the object of
study.
In addition to limitations of content analysis as a method generally, the design of this current
study imposes several additional limitations on the results. The categorical structure used in this
analysis was developed inductively from the texts, and therefore may not be fully representative of
similar texts outside of this sample. The sample of texts is limited by their availability. While the
Internet has made this less of an issue, some historical texts are simply harder to obtain than others,
and for that reason alone may not be represented in this sample. A final limitation of this study is
the fact that the analysis is based upon one person’s interpretation of the texts. The practitioner has
an intimate knowledge of the remote sensing field, that is derived from educational and practical
experience processed the texts. Additionally, the practitioner carried out multiple evaluations of the
material to validate the code application. The following sections details the knowledge
representation and elicitation methods used to complement the historical analysis of document
intended to teach methods with knowledge of current expert practice derived through interaction
with practitioners.

3.3. PHASE 2: KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION
The second phase of CTA is expert knowledge representation. During the initial field visit,
expert image analysts were interviewed with the goals of eliciting their knowledge about the image
interpretation process and describing their educational and professional experiences. As part of
these interviews, analysts were asked to create diagrams representing the reasoning process they
undertake when performing image analysis using TimeSync.

Knowledge representation is the diagrammatic representation of knowledge, and it can take
various forms. Methods appropriate for knowledge representation include collecting mental models
(Thomas L. Seamster, 1993), semantic networks (Graesser & Clark, 1985), and diagramming activities
(Crandall et al., 2006; J.M. Schraagen et al., 2000). Arguably, one of the most common types of
knowledge representation is the concept map. The concept map was first developed in education
research to understand student conceptualization of science topics (Novak, 1990), but is commonly
used within the CTA framework to understand expert knowledge structures (Crandall et al., 2006).
Traditional concept maps, as used in knowledge elicitation and representation activities,
present a set of concepts and their relationships within the context of a focus question. The simple
concept map in Figure 10 was generated for the question “What does a toaster do?” to illustrate
how the representation works. Concepts are presented within the rounded rectangles. Concepts
represent either objects or events, and are representative of broad categories of items. For example,
the term toaster is representative of several kitchen gadgets all designed to heat sliced bread,
bagels, or other baked goods. Relationships are static or dynamic and describe the links between
concepts, and provide structure to the knowledge representation. For example, the relationship
between the button and the cooking time is that it adjusts to control the amount of cooking time.
The description of the relationship between two objects is given by the descriptive proposition
between them. In the case above, the proposition is “adjusts” as the toaster control adjusts the
cooking time. The amount of cooking time selected by the user then influences the types of toast
that is produced.
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FIGURE 10 CONCEPT MAP FOR THE QUESTION"WHAT DOES A TOASTER DO?"

Temporally-driven concept maps have been used in several cases where time is a significant
component in an expert’s understanding of the problem domain (I Brewer & McNeese, 2004;
McNeese & Ayoub, 2011). Temporally ordered concept maps are especially useful for dynamic
environments where conceptual understanding of a situation is in constant flux, such as emergency
response. Image analysts using TimeSync were inclined to represent their reasoning process
temporally. This is a reflection of the importance of success in the completion of individual goaldriven analytic tasks. For example, in most remote sensing research, the elimination of potential
noise sources due to atmospheric or sensor characteristics is completed first, to reduce the
uncertainty in the final result.

PARTICIPANT REASONING MODEL
Analysts were asked to create a model of their reasoning process when using TimeSync. Each
analyst was given 30 minutes to create the model using a pencil and piece of paper. The majority of
analysts chose to use numbered lists to represent their reasoning processes. The individual
reasoning models and texts created by analysts were then transformed into digital representations,
and broken into the concept-relationship-proposition style model, referred to as a Participant
Reasoning Model. This transformation was carried out using the CMap software (Cañas et al., 2004),
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a concept mapping tool, developed to support the Cognitive Task Activity process. To validate these
transformed models, they are compared to the Observed Reasoning Model generated by the
practitioner from the recordings of the workplace observation described below. Figure 11 shows the
relationship between these two models, and their use to inform a final knowledge representation
product, the General Reasoning Model.

FIGURE 11 THE THREE TYPES OF REASONING MODELS DEVELOPED DURING THE CTA PROCESS
AND THIER RELATIONSHIPS.

OBSERVED REASONING MODEL
Observation is a powerful method of gathering information about a given workplace.
Observation is useful as a method in CTA because it allows us to connect the observed real world
processes to cognitive theories, and when combined with think aloud protocol, it can be used to
determine how well experts’ descriptions provided during the interview and diagramming methods
match with the real world situation. As Crandall et al. (2006) note: “Observation can be particularly
effective when the researchers are well trained in the phenomenon [as in this current study] they
are studying and do not require a lot of structure for their data-collection activities [15].” While the
combination of observation and think aloud protocol can provide a wealth of information, evidence
has also shown that verbalization can impact participant performance, and participants sometimes
adopt verbalization strategies that are different from one another making between-participant
comparisons difficult (K Anders Ericsson & Simon, 1980; Karl Anders Ericsson & Simon, 1985). In this
study participants were asked to concurrently describe their interpretation process while
performing the image analysis.
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The workplace observation and concurrent think aloud protocol, referred to hereafter as
workplace observation for brevity, were conducted with three goals in mind. The first goal was to
examine the natural progression of the interpretation process and identify the individual cognitive
tasks that analysts perform. The second goal was to determine what individual differences exist in
the use of the computer system for aiding in the decision-making process, and relate those
differences to the levels of expertise that analysts have. The third goal was to create representations
of the real world reasoning of analysts to compare to the Participant Reasoning Models described in
the previous section.
Analysts were instructed to complete a typical image analysis of five ground plots using the
TimeSync computer application. The analysts were asked to think aloud while they analyzed each
image. The five ground plots were selected from two Landsat Images, identified as scene 4629 and
scene 1431. Originally 10 plots were selected for analysis, but time constraints led to a reduction of
plots to five. Three ground plots were located in the Landsat scene 1431 and the remaining two plots
were in the Landsat scene 4629. The Landsat scene 1431 covers an area located in New York State.
Each analyst analyzed the plots 1, 2, and 3 in turn, and moved on only once they had entered their
final assessment into the TimeSync tool. After completing plot 3, each analyst switched to the
Landsat scene 4629 covering an area in Oregon near Corvallis to complete the interpretation of plots
6 and 7. Again, the analysts completed the analysis for each of the plots, and entered their final
assessment in the TimeSync application.
The analysts were seated in front of a Dell Latitude E6430 laptop (3.0 GHz processer, 1 GB
RAM) running Windows 7 with an additional 19” Dell flat screen monitor (Figure 12). Their discussion
was recorded for playback and analysis, and the practitioner recorded notes about their process
while they interpreted each plot. The notes and recordings were analyzed using qualitative coding,
and transformed into temporally oriented concept maps using the same design as the Participant
Reasoning Models described in the previous section. A description of the coding scheme is found in
Section3.5.
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FIGURE 12 THE WORKSPACE USED FOR CARRYING OUT THE WORKPLACE OBSERVATION. THE
SAME COMPUTER AND LOCATION WERE USED FOR ALL ANALYSTS

3.4. PHASE 3: FOCUSED KNOWLEDGE ELICITATION
As the third step in the process, focused elicitation of additional expert knowledge was
conducted using semi-structured interviews. Semi-structured interviews take many different forms
in the Cognitive Task Analysis Framework, and are designed to address different aspects of expertise.
The interview protocols used in this analysis were directly adopted from a set of protocols developed
by (Hoffman, 2005). The first semi-structured interview, the Knowledge Audit, was used to elicit
general knowledge and experiences of the expert analysts, and the second, Decision Analysis, was
used to elicit information about the cognitive tasks that expert analysts performed in making a
decision about the type of disturbance. Taken together, these two interviews were useful for
detailing the decisions that experts faced and the criteria that the experts used in making their
judgments.
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KNOWLEDGE AUDIT
The knowledge audit process is designed to evaluate the current state of expert knowledge.
As part of this knowledge audit process, information about expert training, work experience, and
their conception of the image interpretation task was collected using a semi-structured interview.
The knowledge audit protocol (Hoffman, 2005) used here was abbreviated due to time constraints,
and is available in Table 8. The goal is to create a more complete picture of the types of knowledge
experts have and experience or training that they have in the domain. The interviews took about 30
minutes with each analyst.
TABLE 8 KNOWLEDGE AUDIT PROTOCOL

How long have you been involved with the use of remote sensing imagery for forest applications?
How long have you been involved with the TimeSync application?
You are considered a Subject Matter expert in remote sensing for forestry. How has your educational and
professional experiences led to this expertise? Describe any situations that directly relate to your current
involvement with the development and implementation of TimeSync for identifying forest disturbances.
What are some examples where you have improvised during the interpretation process, or noticed an
opportunity to do something more quickly, better, and then followed up on it?
Has there been times when the data or technology pointed in one direction, but your own judgment told you
something else? Or when you had to rely on experience to avoid being led astray by the equipment or data?
Can you describe how you knew that was the case?

DECISION REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS
Semi-structured interviews were carried out with analysts to better understand their
decision requirements for judging whether an image showed land use change. These interviews
were completed during a 45 minute visit with each analyst. The questions presented in Table 9 were
asked of analysts for a situation where they were determining whether a forest disturbance was
present in a given plot from a Landsat image shown in Figure 13.
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TABLE 9 DECISION REQUIREMENTS PROTOCOL

What is the decision that you must make? What are the goals, purposes, or functions?
How is the decision made? What information is needed?
How do you assess the situation or broader context for making this decision?
How much time or effort is typically involved in making this decision?
Describe how you used TimeSync to support this process. Is there any hindrances that this technology or
aid introduce?
In what ways can the decision be difficult?
What additional types of aids or knowledge would be useful?
What types of error can be made?
When this decision has to be made, are there any hypothetical or “what ifs?”
What are your options when making this decision?

FIGURE 13 LANDSAT IMAGE CHIP SHOWN TO ANALYSTS DURING DECISION REQUIREMENTS
INTERVIEW

ANALYST REFLECTION INTERVIEW
During the second visit to Corvallis in January 2014 an interview was conducted to gather
feedback from the seven analysts. They were asked a set of questions regarding their opinions on
what constitutes expertise amongst their peers, and about their approval of the knowledge
representations that were generated during the analysis of data collected during the first field visit,
the Participant Reasoning Model.
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Analysts were provided with eight Participant Reasoning Models. Seven of the models were
produced directly from the diagrams that participants created during the diagramming activity, and
one “bogus” additional model was created. This bogus model was faithful to the general analytical
process that analysts had presented with one exception, it lacked any logical process for dealing with
ground plots that exhibited stable land use.
Each analyst was provided with the eight models in a PowerPoint file, the anonymity of the
model’s creator was preserved using a random alphabetical labeling scheme. Each analyst was asked
to examine each of the models and discuss aloud what aspects of the model showed some level of
expertise by the model’s creator. Once they had examined all eight of the models they were asked
two questions. The first question concerned the identification of the diagrammatic representation
of their original lists and diagrams. The second question concerned the identification of the “bogus”
model. Once they had made these conjectures, the participants were then provided with the correct
answers, and asked to determine the validity of their own model. If the analyst felt that the model
was an inadequate representation of their reasoning process, they instructed the practitioner on
changes they would like to have made to their models. These changes were completed using the
CMap software at the time of the interview. In all, this reflection process was conducted in the span
of 1 hour with each analyst.

3.5. PHASE 4: ANALYSIS WITH QUALITATIVE CODING
The workplace observation generated 35 Observed Reasoning Models (7 analysts x 5 plots).
The goal was to extract perceptual elements, types of knowledge, and the cognitive processes used
by the experts in performing their decision making. A qualitative coding scheme was developed to
describe and extract important themes for each of these three areas of interest, shown in Figure 14.
Qualitative coding is an activity used to organize and analyze the large amounts of data collected.
The data collected may arise from document analysis, interviewing, observation, or other activities.
Qualitative coding was used here to summarize the data gathered during the semi-structured
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interviews and knowledge representation activities. The justification and description of the codes
developed are provided in the following sections.
The coding process itself was carried out as a two phase process. An initial coding scheme
was developed for the data directly following its transcription. This scheme was applied to the
complete set of transcripts (both decision analysis interviews and think aloud protocols) using
Dedoose (SocioCultural Research Consultants, 2013), a web based tool for coding, analyzing, and
visualizing qualitative data. The initial coding scheme was applied to all of the data collected during
the CTA. A second review of the code application was conducted several weeks later, and the codes
were reviewed and refined as necessary.

FIGURE 14 RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE THREE CODE CATEGORIES USED IN THIS STUDY

Through the coding process, a model of the image analysis process began to emerge. Figure
15 shows the relationships between the model components. At the highest level, analytic tasks, are
goal-oriented tasks that an analyst completed to arrive at the end goal of interpretation of the
individual plot. Analytical tasks are not coded in the qualitative data, but arose from the analysis of
Participant Reasoning Diagrams and a comparison of those diagrams and the Observed Reasoning
Models developed during the workplace observation. The analytic tasks are comprised of multiple
cognitive tasks, operations carried out by analysts to meet the goals of the analytic task. The
cognitive tasks of classification, comparison, and judgment are coded in the semi-structured
interview transcripts. These cognitive tasks are dependent upon the analyst’s ability to make
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connections between their previously held knowledge, and new information derived from
perceptual elements. Knowledge types and perceptual elements are coded for semi-structured
interview data.

FIGURE 15 CONCEPTUAL MODEL OF THE IMAGE INTERPRETATION PROCESS

KNOWLEDGE
Knowledge can be described in terms of its type and its quality; for the current study only
type was analyzed (De Jong & Ferguson-Hessler, 1996). The discussion of knowledge can become
complicated quickly. For example, Alavi and Leidner (2001) differentiate between 10 different types
of knowledge (Table 10). This framework is very similar to the framework proposed by Eppler and
Burkhard (2007) in their discussion of visualization to support knowledge management. In their
discussion of knowledge-based Geographic Information Systems, Fischer and Nijkamp (1992)
distinguish between three types of knowledge; factual or declarative, procedural or strategic, and
control knowledge. In consideration of spatial knowledge, Thorndyke and Hayes-Roth (1982)
differentiate between procedural (route) knowledge and survey (environmental) knowledge.
Expanding on this classification, (Freundschuh, 1992) adds geographic declarative knowledge.
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TABLE 10 KNOWLEDGE TAXNOMIES AND DEFINITIONS (ADOPTED FROM ALAVI AND LEIDNER
2001)

Knowledge Type

Definition

Tacit

Knowledge rooted in action, experience, and specific work
Cognitive Tacit:
Technical Tacit:

Mental models
Know-how applicable to specific work

Explicit

Articulated, generalized knowledge

Individual

Created by and inherent in the individual

Social

Created by and inherent in the collective actions of a group

Declarative

Know-about

Procedural

Know-how

Causal

Know-why

Conditional

Know-when

Relational

Know-with

Pragmatic

Useful knowledge for an organization

Here, I differentiate between two general types of knowledge, declarative and procedural. I
use the term declarative knowledge to be the knowledge of fact. This encompasses the know-about,
know-why, know-when, and know-with knowledge types described by Alavi and Leidner (2001). As
an example of declarative knowledge, an image analyst might know that the green color in an image
is related to the green vegetation in the real world. The second, procedural knowledge, is used here
to represent the knowledge of how to do something. An example of procedural knowledge from
image analysis, would be how to geo-rectify an image. . A third type of knowledge, conceptual
knowledge (Rumelhart & Norman, 1981), proposed by Tennyson and Cocchiarella (1986), is the
knowledge of concepts and their relationships. For example, conceptual knowledge of the Landsat
TM 30m resolution would be coupled with an understanding that it puts limits on the ability to
resolve certain landscape features. In this current research I limited the types of knowledge to
declarative and procedural knowledge in the coding process because it was difficult to discern
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between statements of declarative fact and conceptual knowledge from the transcripts. Thus, for
the purpose of the current study declarative and conceptual knowledge will be considered together.
TABLE 11 KNOWLEDGE CODES USED IN THE TIMESYNC CTA

Knowledge

Something known by the experts that is used in the reasoning process.

Declarative

A statement about a fact that the experts claims to know.

Procedural

A statement of knowing what action should be taken.

PERCEPTUAL ELEMENTS
Perceptual elements are components associated with common perceptual experience
(Grinstein & Levkowitz, 1995). Perceptual elements are used to locate and identify features and
landscape patterns during image interpretation (Robert N Colwell, 1954; Olson, 1960). Prior to 1960
and the launch of the first satellite-born sensors, the interpretation process was heavily influenced
by the human analyst’s perceptual and reasoning skills (Avery & Berlin, 1992). Olson (1960) coined
the term Image Interpretation Elements to describe the entities visually attended to in the process
of aerial photograph intepretation. The elements defined are texture, color, resolution, size, pattern,
and shape (Table 12). They have been used in cognitive experiments to assess how effectively human
interpreters utilize each cue for the interpretation of black and white aerial photography and
satellite imagery [examples include (Lloyd & Hodgson, 2002; Lloyd et al., 2002) among others]. These
experiments are similar to cognitive experiments assessing the impact of cartographic visual
variables (Bertin, 1983) on reasoning with cartographic maps. The taxonomies presented by Bertin
and Olson overlap in their consideration of several perceptual elements, color, tone, shape, size, and
texture suggesting these cues could be common to a wide range of interpretation tasks. Here, the
image interpretation elements are used to understand what cues image analysts use to make
judgments about land use and land cover change.
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TABLE 12 CODES APPLIED TO THE WORKPLACE OBSERVATION DATA RELATING TO ANALYST'S USE
OF PERCEPTUAL ELEMENTS

Perceptual Element

Analyst describes a visual cue used to make a decision.

Texture

The visual cue of texture is used to make a judgement

Color

The visual use of color in the image is used to make a judgement

Resolution

A phrase discussing the impact of resolution on image readability

Size

The visual cue of size is used to make a judgement

Pattern

The visual cue of pattern is used to make a judgement.

Shape

The visual cue of shape is used to make a judgement

COGNITIVE TASKS
There is considerable ambiguity within the CSE literature about the difference between
cognitive task, cognitive skills, cognitive function, and cognitive ability. Here we will use the term
cognitive task to describe an action undertaken by an image analyst. The term analytical task is used
here to describe goal-oriented cognitive processes that are described specifically in terms of the
TimeSync image interpretation process.
Cognitive Task Analysis studies tend to generate domain-dependent classifications of
cognitive tasks. For example, Pirolli and Card (2005) use Cognitive Task Analysis to describe
intelligence analysis and identify potential leveraging points for technological support. Their
taxonomy first differentiates between top-down processing and bottom-up cognitive processing
methods. Each of these high-level categories are then further broken down into more specific skills
that experts employ during analysis. The specific processes are described from the perspective of
Information Foraging theory (Pirolli & Card, 1999). In another CTA study, Mirel, Eichinger, Keller, and
Kretzler (2011) evaluate the reasoning process of biomedical specialists conducting molecularinteraction network analysis of renal diseases. In this study, the categories of tasks are classification,
comparison, and metacognition. The authors specify expert’s cognitive tasks based on the types of
information they acted upon and the information qualities.
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The Mirel et al. (2011) research is particularly informative in relation to the current study as
it assesses the cognitive tasks underlying the interpretation of visual representations of genes. The
authors structure this task in a hierarchical manner, which has been adopted here in a slightly
modified fashion (as seen in Figure 15 above). At the highest level, the analytical objective is a subgoal of a larger research framework. Next, knowledge work is a process of constructing knowledge,
comprised of multiple lower level processes called cognitive tasks. In this current study, knowledge
work corresponds to the analytical tasks described, and cognitive tasks are equivalent across both
studies. Cognitive tasks, according to Mirel et al. (2011) are “application–level reasoning and action.”
The relationships between each of these elements are presented in Figure 16 below.

FIGURE 16 MIREL ET AL. (2011) STRUCTURE OF REASONING‐AND‐ACTION USED IN SUPPORT OF
VISAL ANALYSIS OF HUMAN GENE REPRESENTATIONS

The biggest difference between the Mirel et al. (2011) and the current classification scheme
is the adaptation of additional categories concerning knowledge and perception, also the codes used
here include an additional category of judgment. The judgment category reflects the process of
assessing the variability of spectral values. These three basic cognitive tasks support the completion
of high level analytic tasks associated with the interpretation process.
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TABLE 13 CODES APPLIED TO THE WORKPLACE OBSERVATION DATA RELATING TO ANALYST’S
REASONING SKILLS

Cognitive Task

An individual act of reasoning.

Comparison

The association between two visual representations.

Classification

The assignment of information into one of several potential categories.

Judgement

A decision about the variability in information.

3.6. SUMMARY
The current study addresses two research questions. By answering the first question, “How
does historical literature characterize cognitive processes of image interpretation?” provides a basis
for understanding human factors in remote sensing separate from the influence of computer
interface design.. The second question, “What cognitive tasks, knowledge, and perceptual cues do
modern image analysts use while performing image analysis?” is answered here through the
examination of human factors in a modern image analysis workflow using the CTA method. The
overall goal then is to combine the results of these two questions in order to understand how expert
image analysts use their cognitive functions in combination with modern image display methods to
perform image analysis. The following section provides the results of this study in a structure that
highlights key findings from each of the CTA knowledge elicitation activities.
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4. RESULTS
The goal of the CTA outlined in Chapter 3 was to understand the knowledge, cognitive skills,
and perceptual elements used by expert image analysts when determining land use and land cover
change from Landsat Time-Series image stacks. Landsat Time-Series image stacks are sets of multispectral Landsat images for a location across a span of time, in the case of TimeSync (a tool
developed for interpreting the Landsat Time-Series image stacks, described in detail below, section
4.1) this time period is between 1984 and 2012. To meet the goal of the CTA, semi-structured
interviews, workplace observation, and diagramming were used with expert image analysts who use
TimeSync.
This chapter presents the results of the Cognitive Task Analysis from the two field visits made
with expert images analysts at the US Forest Service’s Forest Science Laboratory in Corvallis, Oregon.
Section 4.1 describes the context of the analysis and specific characteristics of the tool TimeSync.
Section 4.2 presents the results from the content analysis. Section 4.3 presents the combined results
from both the knowledge representation and knowledge elicitation phases of the Cognitive Task
Analysis.

4.1. TIMESYNC
TimeSync is a Landsat Time-Series visualization and data collection tool developed to
accommodate the need for assessment of the veracity of output from automated LTS algorithms
(Warren B Cohen et al., 2010). TimeSync users perform manual interpretation of Landsat imagery
and Google Earth aerial photography. The successful use of TimeSync for identifying and signifying
land cover and land use change is reliant upon the image analyst’s ability to use the software, and
their access to expert knowledge, and acute perceptual abilities. While regional and local scale
studies often include the collection of field data to corroborate the results of the visual
interpretation, it is not feasible to do so with large national studies like the one that was used for
this current study. The USGS National Land Cover Database, generated through classification of
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Landsat imagery for the entire United States, is another example where finer resolution imagery has
been used to validate the results of image classification (Homer, Huang, Yang, Wylie, & Coan, 2004).
TimeSync supports an analyst’s identification and signification of land cover changes
represented in the Landsat images by predetermined ground plots. Spectral data from Landsat and
the aerial photograph images is presented to the user in three forms, a subset of a Landsat image,
called an image chip, a Google Earth air photograph, and a spectral trajectory. Descriptions of each
of these visual representations follow.
A PPLICATION L AYOUT
TimeSync consists of six main blocks. The TimeSync interface is presented in Figure 17. This
interface is comprised of (a) plot list block, (b) a Landsat image chip block, (C) a spectral trajectory
block, (d) header block, (e) segment and vertex input block, and (f) comments block. In addition to
these blocks, TimeSync also has a link to Google Earth, and when clicked, it brings up an aerial
photograph viewer that allows analysts to view historical aerial photographs of the place. Upon
logging into TimeSync, the analyst selects a Landsat image scene. The analyst is then presented
with a list of field plots available for analysis, a set of Landsat image chips temporally ordered. A
plot is then selected, and is colored yellow in the plot window. Plots that have been completed are
colored green. The plot location is static throughout time, and its location and extent are shown in
the individual chip and the aerial photograph by a black vector boundary overlay.
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FIGURE 17 TIMESYNC INTERFACE DESIGN (ADAPTED FROM TIMESYNC USER DOCUMENT). THE
CORRESPONDING COMPONENTS INCLUDE (A) PLOT LIST BLOCK, (B) AN IMAGE CHIP BLOCK, (C) A
TRAJECTORY BLOCK, (D) HEADER BLOCK, (E) SEGMENT AND VERTEX BLOCK, AND (F) COMMENT BLOCK.

The three visual representations of the scene available to analysts are the Landsat image
chip, the spectral trajectory, and the set of aerial photographs in Google Earth Historical Aerial Image
Viewer. The three visual representations emphasize different relationships between spectral,
spatial, and temporal information about a given plot. Figure 18 illustrates the different perspective
that each provides. The sections that follow provide more details about the information that each
visual representation provides.

FIGURE 18 A COMPARISON OF TIMESYNC’S THREE VISUAL REPRESENTATIONS.

G OOGLE E ARTH P HOTO
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Google Earth has revolutionized access to imagery with the ability to interactively scroll
through historical air photographs together with almost global coverage. The Google Earth Historical
Aerial Image Viewer gives the analyst an object-level view of the scene, allowing them to identify
objects not visible in the coarser resolution Landsat image chips. The Google Earth Historical Aerial
Image Viewer emphasizes the temporal dimension of a scene. A major drawback of the viewer,
however, is its inconsistent coverage across the time. Figure 19 shows how the Landsat image chip
and Google Earth image emphasize different aspects of the same plot (demarcated by the black
square). Both of the images show the same place on earth. In the Google Earth aerial photograph
objects are readily apparent due to the fine spatial resolution, while the coarser resolution Landsat
image chip highlights spatial patterns that are not readily apparent to the human eye. The Landsat
image chip is described below.

FIGURE 19 VISUAL EMPHASIS IS ON (A) OBJECT INFORMATION (B) SPECTRAL INFORMATION
PROVIDED BY THE LANDSAT IMAGE CHIPS AND GOOGLE EARTH AIR PHOTOS.

L ANDSAT I MAGE C HIP
The image chip window presents a set of Landsat image chips, from 1984 to 2012 that have
been transformed into Tasseled-Cap color space. The images are not available in their natural color.
Figure 20 shows a Landsat image chip in the Tassel-Cap transformation. The Tasseled-Cap
transformation is a data reduction method that transforms the seven Landsat reflective bands into
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a set of three physically-based data dimensions— brightness, wetness, and greenness (Crist &
Cicone, 1984). The Tassel-Cap color space is used by image analysts to understand the relationships
between the dense image data and the physical environment that it represents. The three
dimensions form planes that represent vegetation (brightness and greenness), soils (brightness and
wetness), and the transition zone (wetness and greenness). The colors have also become important
to understanding other physical phenomena, such as aerosols, that are distinguishable due to
particular properties related to the three dimensions. The relationships between these dimensions
are visualized using Red-Green-Blue (RGB) color space (W.B. Cohen & Goward, 2004; Warren B
Cohen et al., 2010). The Landsat image chip emphasizes the spatial relationships between spectral
values and the spatial patterns that the variability in spectral data produces.

FIGURE 20 IMAGE CHIP IN THE TASSEL-CAP COLOR SPACE THAT SHOWS A DISTURBANCE (RED)
WITHIN HEALTHY VEGETATION (GREEN).

T RAJECTORY W INDOW
The trajectory functions as a visual representation of the plot’s spectral values across time.
A scatterplot, like the one shown in Figure 21, displays the mean spectral value of the plot, derived
from one of several vegetation indices or Landsat image reflectance bands, on the y-axis, and the
annual image date on the x-axis. In the current study the plot was set to one pixel, so the value is
simply the value of that pixel. The spectral value is encoded by its position along the y-axis.
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FIGURE 21 TRAJECTORY WINDOW ILLUSTRATING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SPECTRAL INFORMATION
(NDVI) AND TIME. IN THIS EXAMPLE, A BUILDING IS INSTALLED DURING THE TIME PERIOD WHERE THE
SPECTRAL VALUE DROPS AROUND 2001.

The spectral trajectory conveys the change in spectral value as a function of time. An
example of how change is conveyed is provided in Figure 22. The disturbance in this plot occurs in
2001 according to the experts, which is evident from the drastic drop in Normalized Differential
Vegetation Index (NDVI) shown in the figure. Analysts used the trajectory to identify the spectral
value at a plot, compare the spectral value variance across time, and judge the trend in spectral
values. These three tasks are illustrated in Figure 22 below. In (a), Identify, the analyst identifies a
value for a given year. In (b), Compare, the analyst compares the value of a point to another point.
This operation is carried out to assess whether there is a large degree of change in the value between
two points of time, and to assess whether the value is an outlier compared to the surrounding values.
In (c), Judge, the analyst assesses whether there is a general change in values across multiple points.
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FIGURE 22 VISUAL TASKS THAT ANALYSTS USED THE SPECTRAL TRAJECTORY FOR

In addition to assessing the spectral change across time, analysts assessed the variability of
spectral values in order to determine three things. First, analysts perceived short-term trends of
variability as ephemerality. Second, the analysts identified anomalous spectral values based on the
distance of the value from the remainder of the spectral values. In cases where there was only one
instance of an anomalous value, the cause was often due to chip quality. In the case where a
dramatic change in spectral value was followed by a new trend in value, the change could potentially
be due to a real event. Third, the analyst can assess patterns in the change of spectral values that
are related to seasonal changes caused by processes such as senescence (annual deterioration of
the structural and physiological function of a plant). In all of these cases, analysts use evidence from
the Landsat image chips and Google Earth to confirm the causes of the patterns that they saw in the
spectral trajectory.
Analysts use the trend in the spectral values in the trajectory to support their determination
of the general changes in the plot environment. Figure 23 illustrates the three trends that analysts
identified. An unchanging trend indicated a stable land use; a downward trend indicated land use
conversion to a state with decreased vegetation; and an upward trend indicated recovery, or a
change in land use causing an increase in vegetation.
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FIGURE 23 TRENDS USED TO UNDERSTAND CHANGE IN THE SPECTRAL TRAJECTORY

The three visual representations filled specific functions that image analysts required to
judge (a) the presence of change, (b) the type of change, (c) the duration of change, and (d) the
magnitude of change. The main visual representation used by analysts is the Landsat image chip.
The analysts used the image chip to detect changes in the patterns of color hue and value across the
scene, and then relate those visual changes to their understanding of forest ecosystems science. The
analysts would then use the other visual representations to aid in specifying and validating what
they believed they saw in the Landsat images. The Google Earth Historical Aerial Image Viewer
provided the expert with the ability to identify and signify specific objects in an image, and gave the
image analyst the ability to validate changes that they were unsure of in the Landsat image chip. The
trajectory window served as a way to determine whether the changes that were seen in the Landsat
image chip were within a reasonable amount of natural variability, or whether the change was a
significant event caused by an abiotic or biotic factor. The availability of other vegetation indices,
and the initial reflective values of the Landsat bands made this representation particularly useful for
validating expected change events.

4.2. PHASE 1: CONTENT ANALYSIS
A content analysis was conducted to explore how human factors were discussed during a
time period where humans conducted aerial photograph interpretation without the help of
computer systems. Fourteen available textbooks and field manuals, published between 1918 and
1960, were used in the analysis. The majority of the texts were published during or after World War
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II. The original countries of publication for the texts were the United States, Canada, and Germany.
This section describes how the texts discussed cognitive and perceptual activities related to aerial
photograph interpretation. Additionally, a discussion of the criteria that authors used to establish
aerial photograph interpretation separate from map reading is presented.
As discussed in Section 3.5, inductive coding was used to identify and track themes arising
in the texts. Inductive coding involves the creation and refinement of codes from the texts as they
arise, versus a deductive method where a set of codes are created a priori and then refined. Excerpts
representing whole ideas about cognition, perception, or the definition of aerial photograph
interpretation were extracted. The sample’s bias towards later texts is due to the fact that not many
books were being written prior to World War II. Figure 24 presents the number of excerpts extracted
from each of the texts emphasizing the date of publication. In Figure 25, the number of times codes
from each of the major categories were used. This figure highlights the abundance of references to
perceptual elements, and the general lack of reference to the cognitive tasks that analysts
undertake.

FIGURE 24 COUNTS OF EXCERPTS ACROSS EACH OF THE TEXTS.
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FIGURE 25 COUNTS OF CODES ACROSS EACH OF THE TEXTS

MAPS VERSUS IMAGES
A recurring discussion in half of the text books was the distinction between map use and
aerial photograph use. Prior to World War II, the use of aerial photographs for systematic study was
relatively new and the technology was often seen as challenging compared to the trusty map. The
most common distinction cited between map and aerial photograph is the level of detail that is
available for a given geographic location. Aerial photographs are able to provide a level of detail
concerning the landscape that was not easily achievable with maps at that time. “Whether a
photograph reproduced as a map is preferable to one reduced to conventional signs will strike
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different persons differently, according as they read a map more easily than a photograph, or for
what purpose they use the map (Newcombe, 1920).” This level of detail was lauded by some authors
(Heavey, 1942; Lee, 1922) and decried by others (Hart, 1948) while some left the value of the added
detail up to the reader to decide (Schwidefsky & Fosberry, 1959). This argument arises again in the
1960s and 1970s with the rise of the orthophotographic map (for examples of this argument see
(Allan, 1977) and (Dale, 1971)). The argument by Scwiedfsky and Fosberry (1959) provides the most
detailed distinction.
(Symbolization) The aerial photograph is pictorial: it is a direct representation of something
seen. It shows the condition of the ground at the time of exposure with all its details,
including the coincidental and unimportant detail. Nothing has been forgotten. The image
of objects which it presents to us, however, are not clearly defined map symbols, but are the
results of interaction between perspective, optical and photographic laws of imagery… The
map is abstract: it is a creation of the topographer’s art. From the numerous complexities of
the natural terrain with its settlements and building the essentials and typical characteristics
are extracted and clearly outlined; they appear as an “exaggerated” representation. The
topographer “generalizes.” All that is not essential to the map is omitted. All that is
represented appears in a simplified form. Natural phenomena, whose dividing lines are
often hazy, are classified into categories of “topographic objects” and reproduced in the map
with the prescribed conventional sign. The map is a simplified reproduction on the country,
expressed in clear concepts. It contains many designations and names. [145-146]
Aerial photographers were not the only ones to see the need to distinguish between map
and image, cartographers also had their own ideas of what differentiated maps from images, “A map
differs from a photograph in that the latter is meant to look like the object, while a symbol expresses
an idea by standing for it, and is thus the medium for the expression of an idea (Michael Wood,
1968).” The boundary between map and image is not always so clear, “if a great deal of information
is added via lines, symbols, names, area tints, and so on, the final product is virtually a line map with
a photo image background giving additional information” (Petrie, 1977). The distinction between
map and image, and the process of understanding them served as a stimulus for human factors
research concerning interpretation (Dale, 1971). In addition to making a case for the distinction
between maps and images, aerial photographers were also concerned with what they could do to
improve acquisition and interpretation accuracies. Analysts believed that improvement of their
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interpretation accuracy entailed the comprehensive study of perceptual elements and reasoning
(Rabben, Chalmers, et al., 1960).

PERCEPTUAL ELEMENTS
The IIEs were developed at the time many of these texts were being written. Undoubtedly,
the modern incarnation of these elements were created through the aggregation of discussions from
that time period. Nine of the texts mention these elements, but it is not until the 1940s that authors
begin to discuss them as a cohesive system for image interpretation. The most commonly discussed
cue is tone, discussed in 7 texts, and the least discussed element was resolution, discussed in only 2
texts.

FIGURE 26 CODE COUNT FOR PERCEPTUAL ELEMENTS

Figure 26 presents the perceptual element code counts aggregated for all 14 of the texts
surveyed. The most common perceptual element code, Color/Tone, is described in the texts in terms
of lightness and darkness, the quality of light and dark being a product of the amount of light being
reflected by an object. Strongly related to the use of color or tone variability is the concept of
contrast. Contrast is the magnitude of difference in the tonal values of an image. Contrast can be
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summarized globally or locally. Global contrast affects the resolvability of the image objects
(Schwidefsky & Fosberry 1959; Spurr 1948). Black and white photographs were most typically used
for analysis during the time period of the texts. As evidenced by Lobeck and Tellington (1944), “The
advantage of color is that it depends not on shades and shadows but on the color of the object
photographed. The use of colored photographs by map readers in the field is rare at present
(p.202).”
Shape and Shadow were also central to the discussion of perceptual elements. Shadows are
formed by areas of dark tones due to the lack of light penetrating objects. Shadows are used to
determine the vertical shape and size of objects in images, but shadows can also obstruct details,
thus reducing the amount of information available for areas in the shadows. The relationship
between shadow and shape does not go unnoticed in the texts, the two codes co-occur ten times
across four of the texts. Shadows were used to determine other physical characteristics, such as
shape and size, “Shadows may disclose the shape and size of an object even though the object itself
may be unrecognizable on a vertical photograph [75] (Armand John Eardley, 1942).”

COGNITION
Descriptions of cognitive processes beyond interpretation using the aerial photograph
interpretation elements are limited. Much of the focus of discussions on human factors beyond
perceptual cues concern knowledge and skills development. The texts suggest three types of
experience that are essential to success in image interpretation— photo experience, field
experience, and domain experience (Lueder, 1959).
Seven out of the 14 texts surveyed suggested that expertise in image interpretation was a
function of active practice, including field work (Abrams, 1944), collection and study of exemplar
cases (Spurr, 1948), and experience in interpreting photos. According to these texts, the expert
image analyst is one trained in the field of inquiry (such as forestry), is capable of logical analysis,
familiar with the unfamiliar vantage point afforded by the aerial photograph, and considers multiple
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sources of information during their analysis, such as the actual site or maps of the site (Aeronautics,
1918; Bagley, 1941; Hart, 1948; Spurr, 1948).
Interpretation of air photographs involves the conscious deductive analysis of images and
ancillary data to determine the identification of image objects and signification of their importance.
This process of deductive analysis is often coined convergence of evidence (R.N. Colwell, 1993). It is
discussed directly by Heavey (1942) (camouflage detection), Ray (1960) (geology), Lueder (1959),
and indirectly in two additional texts.
In addition to their early role in the practice of map-making, aerial photographs also served
as a means for gathering information regarding a number of unique domains, especially aerial
reconnaissance during World War II. In order to create knowledge beyond simple identification of
objects images, it was necessary for analysts to infer meaning through the combination of image
interpretation elements via the process of convergence of evidence. The dominant image
interpretation elements used for these analytical tasks, according to texts from that time, are tone
and shadow. These elements, provided clues to analysts about the shape and size of objects on the
ground, while the analyst’s knowledge of the domain and their personal experiences provided them
with the ability to infer greater meaning about the objects. For example, “Variations of the tone of
ripening crops in apparently uniform fields has been found to indicate the presence of remains under
the soil, and it has been shown that this difference is due to the varying surface compression of the
soil [29]” (Hart, 1948). This example is only one of the many that exist in these early texts, describing
not only the individual perceptual elements that analysts use, but also their ability to infer about
physical processes not visible in the images. The following sections describe how a similar process is
used today with the aid of computer systems designed to support image interpretation.

4.3. PHASE 2: KNOWLEDGE ELICITATION AND REPRESENTATION
Knowledge encompasses both the skills and concepts that a person gains through
experience and both formal and informal education. As discussed in the previous section, analysts
have a breadth and depth of knowledge about the aerial photograph interpretation process and
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their domain of interest. The goal of the knowledge elicitation phase of CTA is to elucidate
information about the knowledge, tasks, and goals of expert image analysts interpreting land use
and land cover change using the TimeSync tool. Both of the knowledge elicitation activities were
carried out with expert analysts. This created a unique set of data that when integrated with data
from the observation and diagramming activities paint a holistic picture of the TimeSync image
interpretation process. The remainder of this chapter reviews the results from each of the activities
and concludes with a general description of the knowledge, perceptual elements, and cognitive tasks
that were identified during the CTA process. The remainder of this section presents the results for
the knowledge representation phase (Participant Reasoning Models and Observed Reasoning
Models) and the knowledge elicitation phase (Knowledge Audit and Decision Analysis). The section
concludes with a synthesis of these results in a final generalized description of human factors of
image interpretation with TimeSync.

PARTICIPANT REASONING DIAGRAMS
Analysts were asked to create a model of their reasoning process using TimeSync. Six of the
seven analysts used a list format to describe their process. All seven of the models were converted
into workflow diagrams, referred to as Participant Reasoning Models. One of the Participant
Reasoning Models is presented in Figure 27, and the complete set of models are presented in
Appendix B. During the second field visit, analysts were shown their transformed diagrams to
determine how well the diagram represented the models they created. Five of the seven analysts
felt that the reasoning diagrams were correct reflections of the process they described. Of the seven
participants, three analysts asked for revisions to their original models. In one case, the analyst felt
that they had placed the Chip Quality Assessment process too far along in the overall analysis
process while two analysts asked for changes in terminology that was used in their diagrams.
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FIGURE 27 PARTICIPANT REASONING MODEL

The Participant Reasoning Models brought to light six analytical tasks that must be carried
out during an analysis using TimeSync, shown in Table 14. Five of the seven analysts identified a
process of Chip Quality Assessment. Four of those analysts identified the Chip Quality Assessment
as the first task that they completed during their analysis, one analyst placed the Chip QA later in
the process, and two analysts did not indicate the Chip Quality Assessment as a task at all. The Chip
Quality Assessment task is generalizable across most remote sensing applications and would
typically be carried out when determining what images are most suitable for a given analysis
problem. In the case of TimeSync, the initial determination of quality is made by a computer
algorithm, and the human is faced with the task of confirming that the algorithm successfully chose
the clearest image. The second task identified by analysts was to Identify Change, a process
facilitated by all three visual representations of the spectral data. Three of the analysts suggested
that they looked at the Landsat image chips first, while two analysts suggested that they used the
Landsat image chip and trajectory together to complete the task. Just one analyst suggested that
they used the Google Earth air photos first. Throughout the analysis the experts utilize these three
visualization methods to validate and verify what their hypothesis. This was not particularly evident
in the Participant Reasoning Models, since most of the analysts created lists, but it became very
evident during their work observations. The process is a highly iterative one, with analysts
identifying, verifying, and reassessing their judgments using the three visual representations. Five of
the analysts clearly indicated in their reasoning models that their reasoning process included
iteration.

TABLE 14 INDICATORS OF EXPERTISE DESCRIBED BY PARTICIPANTS

ACTIVITY

DESCRIPTION

AGREEMENT (%)

Chip Quality
Assessment

The analyst evaluates the image chips for atmospheric noise,
locational error, and technological issues, such as the SLC-off
issue with some Landsat 7 images.

86%

Geographic
Context
Awareness

The analyst uses aerial photography in Google Earth to
determine geographic region for knowledge about climate,
vegetation, and management practices.

43%

Detection of
Change

The analyst analyzes spectral data across time to determine
whether change occurs on the landscape.

100%

Attribution of
Change

The analyst judges the type of change on a plot based on the
properties of objects and spatial relationships between
objects

30%

Corroboration of
Change

Analyst refers to alternative visualizations of the data to
support his/her decision about the attribution of change.

71%

Detection of Land
Use

The analyst judges the type of land use for a plot based on the
properties of objects and their spatial relationships.

86%

WORK OBSERVATION: OBSERVED REASONING MODELS
After creating their Participant Reasoning Models, analysts analyzed five plots using
TimeSync. The objective of their analysis was to identify land cover change events; assign the change
to a disturbance type category; assign the disturbance a magnitude of change; and assign the plot a
land use type. The five plots were located in the states of New York (Plots 1-3), and Oregon (Plots 6
and 7). The plots represented several different land cover change situations. While there is not a
‘truth’ to validate the analysts’ judgments with, it is possible to examine how well they agreed on
their judgments. As noted above, the plots used in the analysis were from a larger nationwide study
of land use change, and it is not typical for such large studies to include fieldwork for validation. The
following section describes the general results of the analysis first, and then provides detailed
description of the analyses for each of the individual plots. The definitions of land use change types
used by the analysts is provided in Appendix C.
The Participant Reasoning Model brought to light six analytical tasks that analysts felt they
performed. The central task is identification of a change event and its attribution. Analysts first
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determined whether a change event was present, its duration, and then determined what most
probably caused the change that they saw. The participants also have to make judgments as to the
magnitude of the event and whether it is ephemeral. I hypothesized that analysts would spend more
time analyzing plots that contained subtle changes and less time studying plots that had obvious
ones. As one analyst put it “It’s always easier to be more confident about a clear cut.” The amount
of time each analyst took to complete the analysis of each plot was recorded. The geometric mean
was chosen as a measure of central tendency instead of the sample median because of the small
sample size (Cordes, 1993). Figure 28 presents the distributions of raw task times, the geometric
mean, and the 95% confidence intervals.

FIGURE 28 TASK COMPLETION TIMES

The plot with the highest mean task completion time was Plot 3, this plot was described as
difficult by several of the analysts and it was the only plot that participants disagreed about the
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causal agent of disturbance. The remaining plots had very similar mean task completion times. Plot
2 was building installation, and Plots 6 and 7 were events related to harvest activities.
Plots that were affected by anthropogenic activities (Plot 2, Plot 6, and Plot 7) were analyzed
more easily by analysts than those that contained more subtle change. These types of changes were
abrupt and easily discernable due to the extensive loss of vegetation. Plot 2 was determined to be
an installation of some sort of infrastructure, while both Plot 6 and Plot 7 were harvest activities.
Analysts’ judgments of land use land cover change type were in complete agreement for 4 of the 5
plots. Analysts did not unanimously agree on what the land use land cover change type was for Plot
3, with 5 analysts labeling it as Stress and 2 analysts labeling it as Other Disturbance.
Analysts’ judgments about the causal agents of change were largely consistent, their
judgment of the timing of the change was less so. The decision about the timing of events was
variable between analysts for two plots (Plot 2 and 3). In the case of Plot 2, analysts felt that the
disturbance was most likely a two year event. In Plot 3, all seven analysts agreed that the disturbance
took place in 2001, but one analyst felt that the event carried over to 2002 as well and marked it as
a 2-year disturbance. The analysts’ judgments of the event timing are provided in Figure 29. In Plot
1, 6 of the 7 analysts determined that there was no change event, one analyst did determine that
there was a stress event during 2012. Plot 6 also saw some disagreement between analysts. In this
case, all 7 of the analysts agreed that there had been an initial disturbance event occurring in 1985,
but one of the participants judged that there was a second disturbance event occurring in 2008.
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FIGURE 29 YEARS WHERE ANALYSTS IDENTIFIED LAND USE LAND COVER CHANGES IN THE
LANDSAT IMAGE CHIPS.

As discussed in Section 3.5, the workplace observation was also analyzed using a qualitative
coding scheme to identify knowledge, cognitive tasks, and perceptual cues used by analysts. The
results of coding of the workplace observation emphasized analyst’s knowledge and cognitive tasks.
The bar chart in Figure 30 shows the number of times individual codes were applied across all of the
analysts work observations. Declarative knowledge was discussed the most, as analysts often
described the characteristics of the display in front of them. The analysts frequently described the
working procedures that they carried out, evident by the high number of procedural knowledge
codes used. The following sections elaborate on the analysts’ reasoning processes that were evident
for each plot during the workplace analysis.
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FIGURE 30 CHART OF THE CODE APPLICATION COUNTS FOR THE WORKPLACE OBSERVATION
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P LOT 1

FIGURE 31 LANDSAT IMAGE CHIPS FOR PLOT 1

Plot 1 (Figure 31) was located in New York, and six of the seven analysts judged the plot to
be stable. One analyst did label the plot as stressed during the 2012 calendar year based on a
downward trend in the indices. The original image chip 2012 day 238 was used in making the
judgment, which was the same chip used by the other analysts that determined the 2012 was a
stable year. The dominant perceptual cue for this plot was color. The light green color was
characteristic of a healthy forest, while dark Landsat image chips were indicative of potential
phenological influences caused by image acquisition dates that were late compared to the rest of
the image chip acquisition dates. These late chips, images 1994- day 276 and 2005- day 250, were
replaced by two of the analysts.
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P LOT 2

FIGURE 32 LANDSAT IMAGE CHIPS FOR PLOT 2

Plot 2 (Figure 32) was located at the site of an industrial building installation, and the event
was labeled as a Mechanical Disturbance by all seven analysts. The change was identified by analysts
by either the abrupt change in an index value on the trajectory, or by the color of the installation,
which was characterized as red or purple. While the disturbance was quickly identified and signified
as a Mechanical Disturbance by all analysts, the actual start and end times for disturbance were less
clear to analysts. Four analysts suggested that the change started in 2001 and three suggested that
it started in 2002. The difficulty in determining the temporal attributes of the disturbance was due
in part to coarse resolution of the Google Earth imagery, and also in part to confusion regarding the
criteria for determining multi-year events. A number of image chips were changed by analysts during
the Chip Quality Assessment. The most common chips to be changed were 2000-205 and 2001-199,
which were both exchanged for image dates that were later by three analysts.
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P LOT 3

FIGURE 33 LANDSAT IMAGE CHIPS FOR PLOT 3

Analysts categorized the event occurring in Plot 3(Figure 33) as a Stress Disturbance (5 of 7
analysts) or an Other Disturbance (2 analysts). There is a subtle distinction between these two types
of disturbances. For a Stress Disturbance you must be convinced that woody vegetation

actually died or lost leaf area; otherwise it is considered Other Disturbance. In addition to
disagreeing on the type of disturbance, the analysts also disagreed on the timing of the disturbance.
Six of the analysts identified the disturbance as occurring in 2001 and one analyst determined it to
be 2002. The site was located near some homes, and a lake. The disturbance was described as
brown, patchy, and widespread by the analysts and the Landsat image chip color was used by 6 of
the 7 participants to make their judgment. Participants changed several chips. Particularly
interesting was the case of Image Chip 1997- day 204, where three participants selected different
chips as replacements. This is interesting because in all of the other cases where participants
switched an image chip for this plot, they agreed on which chip to use as a replacement. In the case
of image chip 1997- day 204 two of the participants chose images that were taken prior to the
original Julian date 204, these two participants are both senior analysts with more than 2 years of
experience. The third analyst is a newer analyst and chose a date that was more than 30 days past
the goal date of 215. In all three cases the analysts made their judgments on which image to
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substitute from 188 quickly, without much explicit deliberating. The late chip (236) chosen by the
less experienced interpreter would likely be affected by the presence of some phenological change,
which would lead the senior analysts to quickly reject it as a good substitute for the Landsat image
chip.
Plot 3 prompted analysts to generate many hypotheses about the event. Analysts suggested,
from evidence in the Google Earth images, that what they were seeing could be granitic rock
exposures, or drainage from the nearby lake. The drainage hypothesis was ruled out by one analyst
because they noticed that the patchiness extended into the surrounding hills. Sometimes analysts
immediately ruled out types of change. For example, the disturbance was judged not to be a harvest
because it was patchy, widespread, and the wrong color. Several analysts also mentioned that there
was no evidence of roads leading to the patches that would suggest a logging operation. The
participants whom initially thought that the disturbance may be a fire, determined that it was not
caused by fire based on the color, recovery trend, and the fact it occurred over two years. Analysts
disagreed on the characteristics of recovery post-fire. One analyst suggested that fire should have a
slow recovery, while another analyst suggested that a fire would have a fast recovery. This
disagreement is most likely attributed to the fact that post-fire recovery is a complex process where
the rate of recovery is dependent upon a number of environmental variables including seed
availability, climate, and ecosystem (Hibbs & Jacobs, 2011).
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P LOT 6

FIGURE 34 LANDSAT IMAGE CHIPS FOR PLOT 6

The change event for Plot 6 (Figure 34) was a site-prep fire, occurring in 1985, very early in
the time period under analysis. The image chip 2008- day 203 was changed by two analysts and both
of the analysts changed this chip to chip 2008- day 227. Analysts hypothesized that the event was
either a Site-prep Fire, or a Harvest. A site-prep fire is one where remaining brush is cleared using
fire after an initial harvest event. The dominant perceptual cue used in the judgment was color,
followed by pattern. Colors indicative of site prep fire were red, brown, and orange-red. Objects that
analysts used from the Google Earth images included slash-burn sites, roads, and landings, all
evidence of harvest activity. Analysts all agreed that the event occurred in 1985, but there were
some discrepancies in what they should label the event as, either site-prep fire or harvest.
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P LOT 7

FIGURE 35 LANDSAT IMAGE CHIPS FOR PLOT 7

Analysts determined that Plot 7 (Figure 35) was a harvest that occurred in 1989. Three
analysts also left notes suggesting a site-prep fire occurred during the same year, but chose the
Harvest label based on a procedural rule developed by the group leader that harvest events are
more significant than the site prep fire. The patch occurs in close proximity to other harvest sites.
Analysts again used color (5 out of 7 analysts) and prototypical objects to determine the change
type. Here a purple color was used, in contrast to the red and orange colors referenced in Plot 6.

COMPARISON OF PARTICIPANT REASONING MODEL AND OBSERVED MODEL
The Participant Reasoning Models represent the participant’s conception of their image
analysis process with TimeSync. The Observed Reasoning Model is the observer’s model of the
process that participants completed and described during their analysis of the seven plots in
TimeSync. The combination of these two models with information gathered during the other
knowledge elicitation processes is the General Reasoning Model, a generalized model that
represents a prototypical analysis process for successfully interpreting a plot.
Representations of the sequence of activities across the analysis process were used to
support the comparison of the Participant Reasoning and Observed Models. Color was used to
identify the visual media that was used during a reasoning task, making it possible to see trends in
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the analyst’s use of the different components of TimeSync and to compare the reasoning processes
of individuals to their colleagues. Unfortunately, these models are limited to showing the visual
element, and do not directly show the cognitive tasks that analysts used. The models are still useful
in identifying the visual representations that analysts favored, and determining whether there were
any common patterns of use by a participant and among participants and for determining whether
their own concepts (Participant Reasoning Model) matched with their actions (Observed Reasoning
Model). Figure 36 shows these models.

FIGURE 36 COMPARISON OF THE PARTICIPANT REASONING MODELS WITH THE OBSERVED
REASONING MODELS. THE INTERPRETATION SEQUENCE IS PRESENTED BY COLOR BLOCKS THAT
REPRESENT THE PARTICIPANTS USE OF THE VISUAL REPRESENTATIONS. THE FIRST FIGURE EMPHASIZES
THE PATTERNS OF USE FOR THE ANALYSTS (ONE PER COLUMN WITH PLOTS BY ROW), WHILE THE SECOND
FIGURE EMPHASIZES THE PATTERNS OF USE AS RELATED TO THE PLOT (ON PER COLUMN WITH ANALYSTS
BY ROW).
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The use of color to code the analysis process of participants reveals patterns in the ways
that participants worked. The pattern of the analysis process was more strongly linked to the amount
of experience an interpreter had than to the type of disturbance they were analyzing. More senior
participants were less consistent in their use of the interface, and evidence from the qualitative
analysis of their think aloud transcripts showed that their completion of analytical tasks were more
varied than those with less experience. Less experienced analysts seemed to use a mental checklist
of the tasks that they needed to complete.
Four of the analysts said that they performed the Chip Quality Assessment first during their
analysis. However, only one of those participants actually performed the Chip Quality Assessment
first during the majority of their plots (Participant J) (see top view of Figure 36). Three participants
were consistent in their first choice of component, but all three differed in what component they
used first (Participant D- Landsat Image Chip, Participant K- Google Earth, Participant J- Chip QA).
Participant D had the most consistent pattern of analysis, performing the same three steps in all five
plots. This participant had less than a year of experience working with TimeSync. This analyst started
with the Landsat Image Chips first for every plot, and followed the same sequence, Landsat image
chip – Trajectory – Google Earth photo, for every plot.

SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEWS
Three semi-structured interviews were conducted. The first was the Knowledge Audit,
carried out to elicit information concerning the knowledge that analysts used in their work, and what
experiences and training led to their expertise. Second the Decision Requirements interview was
used to understand the reasoning skills that analysts used outside the context of the individual plots
used in the workplace analysis. Finally, interviews were used to validate the Participant Reasoning
Models and determine what characteristics of those models analysts used to determine someone’s
level of expertise in image analysis. Subsections below report results from each.
K NOWLEDGE A UDIT
The knowledge audit was used to derive a description of the expert user of TimeSync, and
to characterize the participants’ backgrounds. Four males and three females participated in the CTA
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of TimeSync. All of the analysts had some level of graduate school training, and had obtained a
graduate degree in a scientific discipline that concerned the physical sciences. Three of the analysts
had less than one year of work experience with TimeSync, one analyst had between one and two
years of work experience with TimeSync, and four of the analysts had more than two years of
experience using TimeSync.
D ECISION A NALYSIS
The goal of the Decision Analysis was to determine the knowledge and cognitive skills that
analysts use. The Decision Analysis complements the Work Observation analysis, the results of which
are found in Section 4.3, by eliciting information about the analysis process through direct
questioning.
The most prominent concepts discussed by analysts were context and knowledge (Figure
37). Analysts talked about two types of context, spatial context, and temporal context. Spatial
context was discussed in relation to the image scene and to the broader region. For example, Analyst
M emphasized the regional influence on their reasoning process, “It’s nice if you are familiar with an
area. Like, for a while they had me do most of the stuff in Southern Oregon, because I've lived there
for 15 years and I've done a lot of field work you know our doing thinning crews and stuff like that.
Kind of know, if you know the management of the area you can make much better decisions.” This
sentiment was representative of the feelings of several of the analysts. The local context is also
important, as Analyst J suggested “Just realizing that these pixels are made up of a lot of components
that can influence the colors and make it be the way that it is.”
Analysts discussed temporal context as the sequence of image chips or Google Earth images
they had available to them, and the values represented in the trajectory. Having the image chips or
aerial photographs before and after the events gave evidence of whether the current ground
conditions were normal for the plot. Analyst B describes a situation where a dry, sparsely vegetated
landscape, like those found in Southern California, could cause confusion if the temporal and
regional context were not available. These types of landscapes are represented by very red image
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chips when using Tasseled-Cap transformed images, and these colors also resemble the color of
thinning and clear cuts. In this case, the temporal stability of the red image would be an important
cue to an analyst trying to determine whether it was an actual change event, or a characteristics of
the system.

FIGURE 37 CHART OF CODE COUNTS FOR THE DECISION ANALYSIS INTERVIEW

P ARTICIPANT R EASONING M ODEL : R EFLECTION
A semi-structured interview was conducted to gather feedback from the analysts about the
final Participant Reasoning Models. These models are representations of the analyst’s
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conceptualization of their reasoning process when using TimeSync. Analysts were asked to select
their own model and a “bogus” model from a set containing 7 “real” models plus 1 ”bogus” model.
The “bogus model” was a model created by the investigator to incorporate the majority of
characteristics from the Participant Reasoning Models but lacking in several characteristics. Three
of the analysts correctly identified their Participant Reasoning Model from the pool of 8 models. In
most cases, the analyst’s that chose the model they felt was most prototypical for the interpretation
process, one that incorporated all of the aspects of expertise they had identified. Once the analyst
had made their judgments they were told the correct answers. Four analysts were able to correctly
identify which of the eight models was the bogus model. Only two analysts were able to correctly
identify both their own and the bogus model, one successful analyst had experience with TimeSync
for more than two years, and the other less than one year.
Participants were asked to discuss aloud the qualities of the models that they felt showed
expertise on the part of the model’s creator. These qualities were used in the creation of the General
Reasoning Model. The analysts’ reactions were generalized into 15 categories based on the model
attribute they critiqued. In their discussions of the models, participants noted that in some models
the creator had included fine details about the software that were important to the analysis process.
Four other criteria were also used by the majority of participants in determining the level of
expertise represented by the models, these are provided in Table 15. Here, the term less-than-expert
is used instead of “novice” because none of the analysts are actual novices.
TABLE 15 CHARACTERISTICS OF EXPERTISE IN PARTICIPANT REASONING MODELS
CHARACTERISTIC

SIGNIFICATION

Chip QA (86%)

Experts perform CQA early in the process
Less-than-experts perform CQA late in the process

Feedback Loop (86%)

Experts use feedback loop for verification of hypothesis
Less-than-experts do not verify their initial hypothesis

Terminology (86%)

Experts used terminology specific to the TimeSync application
Less-than-experts used general image interpretation terminology
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4.4. GENERAL RESULTS
The results from each of the knowledge elicitation methods of the CTA emphasized different
aspects of the image interpretation process. To understand the general characteristics of the expert
analyst’s use of TimeSync, it is necessary to describe the results in terms of the three main aspects
of expert performance that were identified in the current research goals– knowledge, cognitive
tasks, and perceptual cues. The findings related to each of these three aspects is provided below.

EXPERT KNOWLEDGE
The participants in this study were well educated in physical sciences. All of the participants
had some level of graduate education in addition to post-graduate work experience using GIS or
remote sensing. Three academic domains were identified by participants: environmental science,
forestry, and biology. The participants had formal training in the use of remote sensing and GIS
software through their education, and had experience using GIS and remote sensing imagery for
projects besides the current project. The participants’ experiences included both governmental and
academic domains.
In addition to the procedural knowledge concerning how to use TimeSync or aerial
photograph interpretation, participants had knowledge of domain concepts in forest science and
remote sensing. For example, in images with late Julian dates participants judged whether the
phenological change patterns in forest ecosystems were manifested in the Landsat image chips
based on visual changes in the images and did not rely solely on the image Julian date.
All of the participants have some knowledge of the Tasseled Cap color transformation in
order to interpret patterns from the Landsat image chips. One participant gave a comprehensive
description of the Tassel Cap transformation. Not only does is description accurate to how texts
describe the transformation [for description see page 495-498 (Campbell, 2002)], but it is also a clear
example of how a participant integrates their knowledge of remote sensing with their knowledge of
forest science to come to an understanding.
For that we are primarily looking at colors that are bright red in one corner em which indicates
bare soil and em and basically really bright pixel all the way to something if we are just looking at
that red color spaces, that is really bright one end, which would be really bright red to something
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that would be dark when the sun hits it and all the sunlight is absorbed when it hits it so that
would have very little red contribution so that would be something that is vegetation. Then there
is the green component which is the vegetation component of it, so if something has vegetation
and is doing a lot of photosynthesis, it will be much greener, much green, than something that
doesn’t have vegetation on it or isn’t photosynthesizing at that time so you have this spectrum
that goes from bright green to dark green about what vegetation is there. Then we have the blue
color and that is is the wetness part and wetness in this case refers to not only soil moisture or
moisture in that pixel, em but also the shadow and how much shadow is there. And so if
something blue you kind of have two different choices you can make with this. Is it water or is it
actually vegetation that has some height to it? In that case, forest or trees will have more wetness
to it than something that doesn’t have a height component to it. So, when you combine those
three pieces together, the brightness, greenness, and wetness of a pixel you can then use that
color space and that combination to see that em things are blue with a little bit of green
component to it tend to be coniferous types of forest. And then as you move up in terms of
adding greenness component to this em and as things get more green you have more
photosynthesis happening.
Analysts used knowledge in concert with their perceptual experience of images to generate
and test hypotheses through a process of convergence of evidence. Expert analysts used this
knowledge to understand subtle perceptual details as well as the unnatural color representation,
Tassel Cap Color Transformation.

PERCEPTUAL ELEMENTS
Analysts use perceptual elements to identify features, and signify features in remotely
sensed images. Perceptual elements are extensively described in early historical texts. Perceptual
elements were discussed in the Decision Audit and elements that were important to the use of
TimeSync were identified through the Workplace Observation. Figure 38 provides the code counts
for these perceptual elements, it is clear that color was the most common element discussed by
analysts. Colors were used to judge forest health, discern between different types of events, and to
judge Landsat image chip quality. Both color hue and color lightness were discussed by analysts.
Changes in either of these dimensions signaled a change in the forest to the analysts. For example,
in the case of Plot 2, where the change was the installation of a building, two color changes were
noted. First, in the year 2000 the color changes from light green (forest) to red (clearing), and then
in the following two years the red values shift to a purple color as the building is erected. Analysts
used pattern to describe the landscape features, such as agricultural fields, distribution of houses,
and forest patterns. The pattern of harvest was discussed in terms of different land management
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styles in the East and West. While there is emphasis on pattern and color for this forest analysis task,
it is likely that other perceptual elements are dominant for other tasks. For example, in terrain
analysis, the use of shadow would be particularly important.

FIGURE 38 CHART OF THE CATEGORY OF PERCEPTUAL CODES FREQUENCIES FOR THE DECISION
ANALYSIS AND WOKRPLACE OBSERVATION PHASES OF THE COGNITIVE TASK ANALYSIS.

COGNITION
Expert interpretation using TimeSync can be described in terms of the cognitive tasks that
the experts carry out to meet various analytical goals. High level tasks, here called analytical tasks,
are core tasks integral to the working process; these are equivalent to the knowledge work described
by (Mirel et al., 2011). The second type of task is the cognitive task; it is equivalent to the cognitive
tasks described in Mirel et al. (2011). The framework used in the current study is shown in Figure 39.
The Workplace Observation and Knowledge Audit were explicitly useful for identifying cognitive
tasks, while the Participant Reasoning Models were most useful for identifying larger analytical
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tasks. Figure 40 shows the relationships between analytical task, cognitive task, knowledge, and
perceptual elements.

FIGURE 39 RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN ANALYTICAL TASKS, COGNITIVE TASKS, KNOWLEDGE, AND
PERCEPTUAL ELEMENTS UNDERLYING IMAGE INTERPRETATION. AS EACH HIGH-LEVEL TASK IS
SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED, THE IMAGE ANALYSTS MOVES ONTO THE NEXT ONE.

H IGH -L EVEL A NALYTICAL T ASKS
At the broadest level, the goal of using TimeSync is to identify and signify land use and land
cover change events using spectral information. It is possible to identify four analytical tasks that an
expert must perform, (a) contextualization, (b) noise reduction, (c) anomaly detection, and (d)
anomaly signification. Contextualization is knowledge of the spatial context, forest management
practices, and the ecological characteristics of a location as well as the temporal context, such as
season and time in relation to the study period (1984-2012). Once the analyst has knowledge of
these characteristics, they are able to reduce the number of choices that they can make in regards
to the type of change. Second, Noise Reduction, through the Chip Quality Assessment process, is
used to reduce the effects of noise on the analyst’s judgment. In some cases, like with the presence
of clouds, the landscape features are masked. In other cases, the noise may be less obvious, like
random noise errors due to sensor issues. Landsat images are vulnerable to three types of noise: (a)
atmospheric interference results from haze, clouds, and cloud shadows; (b) natural environmental
fluctuations due to phenology also impact the spectral quality of the image; and (c) Landsat 7 TM
images acquired after May 2003 are affected by a failure of the Scan Line Corrector (SLC), causing
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there to be stripes of missing data in those images. Anomaly detection, a type of identification
process discussed in the historical texts, is the task of locating a visual phenomenon. Anomaly
signification, a type of Signification in the historical texts, is the process of adding meaning to the
phenomena. These processes are supported through the completion of cognitive tasks. Figure 40
presents a conceptual model of the process of analysis using TimeSync at this next lower level. Each
of these tasks is described in the sections below, and a summary of their characteristics is provided
in Table 16.
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FIGURE 40 HIGH-LEVEL ANALYTICAL TASKS OF TIMESYNC USERS
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TABLE 16 ANALYTIC TASKS AND THEIR ASSOCIATED GOALS, COGNITIVE TASKS, AND ELEMENTS
ANALYTICAL TASK
SITUATIONAL CONTEXT

GOAL
Determine

QUESTION

TASK

CUES

What is the spatial location?

Determine the regional context of a plot

Geographic Location

What is the geographic place?
What are the physical characteristics?

Determine the most probable
management scenario of a plot

Geographic Location
Evidence of Practices on Landscape

What are the physical characteristics of
the surroundings?

Determine the ecological characteristics
of a plot

Forest Type, Water bodies,
Physiographic characteristics

What level of spectral variation is
acceptable?

Compare spectral values across time
and space

Trajectory: Distance from spectral
trend line
Chips: Dark, Magenta,
Chips: interpretation elements
Trajectory: large change between
consecutive values

Spatial Context
Determine
Management Practices
Determine
Ecosystem
CHIP QUALITY
ASSESSMENT

IDENTIFICATION

SIGNIFICATION

Eliminate Spectral Noise

Identify Anomaly

What level of variation indicates a
change event?

Compare spectral value across space
and/or time

Verify Anomaly

Does evidence from another source
corroborate the initial judgement?

Test the hypothesis that an anomaly is a
real change event

Signify change agent

What is the most likely agent of change?

Classify causal agent for a change event
is

Verify change agent

Does the evidence from other sources
corroborate the initial judgement?

Test the hypothesis that a causal agent
is correct

Convergence of evidence
Chips: color, pattern, shape
Trajectory: recovery pattern
GE: prototypical objects (dead trees,
building, etc)
Convergence of Evidence

C ONTEXTUALIZATION
Context is developed from information that can be used to characterize the situation of an
entity (Chen & Kotz, 2000). The analysts used contextual information to constrain the potential
hypotheses that they could select from. Three types of contextual information were assessed for
each of the plots. As Figure 41 shows, all three are overlapping to some extent, but the combination
of all three is what makes each plot unique. The first type of information is spatial information
concerning the location of the plot at a regional scale, and spatial relationships between the plot
and local phenomena. In the case of Plot 3, several of the analysts noted the location of the plot
regionally in New York State, and also locally near a subdivision. Second, land management practices
were typically inferred from the regional spatial context, but they are also a function of the
ownership, which is locally controlled. Third, the analysts identified the type of ecosystem that the
plot was located in. In addition to forest type, the inclusion of water bodies or wetlands was also
noted. This information was also used to reduce the number of choices in relation to change type
and also to reason about potential phenological influences on the spectral data.

FIGURE 41 THE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THREE TYPES OF CONTEXT USED TO UNDERSTAND THE
PLOT

The spatial contextualization was typically done through direct investigation of the Google
Earth aerial photographs. To determine spatial context, the analysts used the location of the plot in
small scale Google Earth images to determine its location, similar to the use of a locator map. This
information was used with knowledge of presence of prototypical objects or patterns to determine
the management practices. For example, the presence of clear boundaries between older forest
stands and younger ones suggested that harvesting was a management practice. To determine the
ecosystem context, analysts made judgments about the vegetation on and around the plot as well
as other geologic and water features. Tasseled-Cap color space was also used to determine forest
type by participants– coniferous forests are predominantly blue in the Tasseled-Cap images while
deciduous forests are typically bright green.
C HIP Q UALITY A SSESSMENT
The quality of a remotely sensed image can be affected by the atmospheric interference,
temporal influences, and sensor error. Atmospheric interference results from the absorption of
electromagnetic radiation by atmospheric water vapor and other gasses. If the variance between
image acquisition dates is large enough, different phenological characteristics will affect the spectral
data. Finally, issues with the sensors themselves can cause issues. The Landsat 7 ETM+ sensor
experienced a failure in its Scan Line Corrector (SLC)—a tool for compensating for satellite
movement during acquisition—because of this, Landsat ETM+ images acquired after May 31, 2003,
and image scenes have evident stripes where no data are acquired. To reduce the amount of
uncertainty being introduced by these sources of noise, participants perform a Chip Quality
Assessment (Chip QA).
Atmospheric noise was discussed by analysts using the perceptual cue of color, such as red
and magenta to describe clouds, and in some cases the shadows cast by clouds were also identified
as dark blue. Plots that were not affected by atmospheric conditions were described as green in the
case of deciduous forests and blue in the case of coniferous ones. It is not enough to use color hue
alone; analysts also examined other dimensions of the color (saturation and value). Phenological
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influence, due to extensive temporal variability was identified using the image chip color, using the
descriptor “dark” for late dates and “bright” for early ones, in addition to the date listed under each
chip. The patterns of these colors within the image were used to determine what the cause of the
abnormal colors were.
A NOMALY I DENTIFICATION
Once an analyst has determined the context of the plot and they had eliminated noise, it is
possible to identify change phenomena. Analysts typically used either the Landsat image chips or
the trajectory to identify change events. Using the Landsat image chip to identify change, the
analysts looked for changes in color or texture occurring from one image chip to the next. To use
the trajectory to identify change, the analysts examined the spectral values in relation to their
neighbors, and the trend of the spectral values. Once an event was initially identified, the analyst
often attempted to corroborate the phenomenon by assessing one of the other two visual
representations. While the Google Earth images were not as useful for initially identifying a
phenomenon as Landsat image chips or the trajectory, due to their sporadic temporal coverage, they
could be used by analysts to verify what they saw in the image during the anomaly signification
process. The Google Earth imagery was also used during the contextualization stage of analysis by
analysts to determine the geographic location and environmental characteristics of a plot.
A NOMALY S IGNIFICATION
Once it is determined that a change in land cover has taken place, the analyst must
determine the causal agent of the change, its magnitude, and whether the change is ephemeral.
Determining the causal agent of a disturbance is not always straightforward, as the analysts’ results
from Plot 3, the Stress or Other Disturbance event, indicated. Expert analysts draw on all of their
sources of knowledge and evidence from the perceptual elements to reason about the attributes of
the change event. In some cases the date of the event is obvious; a harvest activity, like the one in
Plot 7, is clearly a non-ephemeral disturbance that leaves visual evidence as soon as it happens. In
the case of Plot 2, a building was built on the site, but analysts disagreed on how many years of
construction took place since the area was first cleared, then built up. The causal agent is not always
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apparent from remotely sensed images. To assist with the signification process, TimeSync provides
the analysts with a limited number of potential disturbance events to choose from. While this
method of constraining choice does help create consistency between participants, some questions
still arose regarding the use of the categories. Participant Z questioned the policy on the effects of
timing on classifying harvests versus a site prep fire, “I’m going to say harvest and site prep fire occur
in same year. Hmmm yeah I don't know what to call that I guess I’ll call it a harvest I don't know
why.” The magnitude of an event is determined by considering the amount of change, measured by
the spatial extent, typically determined using the slope of the spectral trajectory leading up to the
time of change. Steep slopes and large spatial areas are considered high magnitude and smaller
spatial extents and less dramatic changes in slope are low magnitude events.
L OW -L EVEL C OGNITIVE T ASKS
Each of the high-level analytic objectives described above can be decomposed into low-level
cognitive tasks. Three tasks– classification, comparison and judgment – were coded in the Decision
Analysis and Workplace Observation. Figure 42 below shows the distribution of qualitative codes for
these tasks in relation to the visual representations that analysts used, Google Earth image (GE),
Landsat image chip (IC), and the spectral trajectory (T). Following the figure a discussion of these
three low level tasks is provided.
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FIGURE 42 LOW LEVEL COGNITIVE TASKS ASSOCIATED WITH THE USE OF TIMESYNC

C LASSIFICATION
Classification is the process of assigning information to a representative category based on
current visual evidence and prior knowledge of the categorical framework. To use TimeSync,
analysts are required to not only be able to determine what objects are present in an image, but
also to be able to assign a plot to a pre-determined category of disturbance, land use, and magnitude
of disturbance. The determination of the categorical assignment is based on a convergence of
evidence that the analyst has encountered, so here excerpts were coded with both the perceptual
elements and the cognitive task that they were completing. Classifications are fluid and in some
cases participants changed their hypotheses multiple times. The most commonly used visual aid to
support the classification process was the Landsat Image chip. Participants used color, pattern, and
shape in their classification with the Landsat image chips. Color was also the predominant element
used in classification with the Google Earth images.
C OMPARISON
Comparison occurs when an analyst evaluates one or more qualities of multiple pieces of
information. Analysts compared the three visual representations, Landsat image chip, Google Earth
photo, and trajectory, to one another in order to corroborate and further expand on the information
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that they were getting from what they were seeing in one visual representation. Analysts most
frequently compared the Landsat image chip to the Google Earth image in order to get more details
about surface features. The spatial resolution of the Google Earth image is higher than that of the
Landsat image chips, so there is the possibility to identify smaller features in the Google Earth image.
Also, the Google Earth image serves as a way to understand what the colors and patterns are
representing in the coarser Landsat image. Analysts also used the Google Earth images and Landsat
image chips to understand the spectral trends they saw in the Trajectory. In cases where there are
abnormally variant spectral values, analysts used the Google Earth image and the Landsat image
chips to determine why the variability occurred.
B INARY DISTINCTION
Binary distinction is a general term used to describe the process of using evidence to make
a decision with two possible outcomes, a judgment. Classification is another kind of decision.
Comparison is also a kind of judgment, one where the judgment of relations between two objects
are made. Binary distinction is used to distinguish between classification into multiple pre-defined
categories, and judgment of binary quality. For example, Classification is used to code the
assignment of the disturbance type, while Binary Distinction is used when the analyst determined
whether an image chip is of good enough quality to use in the classification process.
For the example of judging image quality, it was necessary to judge the image’s characteristics
in relation to the other Landsat image chips surrounding it. Also, the length of time between the
acquisition date of the Landsat image and the target date had direct implications on the differences
among the phenological processes being represented in the images. The analysts used a
combination of image chip color and the Julian date, displayed below the image, to judge whether
or not the difference in the date was impacting the variation in spectral values. Finally, analysts
examined the variability in the spectral values on the spectral trajectory to judge the placement of
vertices representing the change events.
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Another of this type of cognitive task included the decision to accept or reject a hypothesis.
In some cases, participants explicitly developed a working hypothesis of what they felt the
disturbance was, and then made the decision as to whether the hypothesis was viable or not.

4.5. DISCUSSION
The quality of information produced from the analysis of imagery is reliant on an analyst’s
ability to develop a deep understanding of the implicit and explicit relationships between geographic
phenomenon in time and space. Analysts meet goals within high-level analytical tasks by successfully
carrying out low-level cognitive tasks using the analyst’s previous knowledge with new evidence
gathered from the perceptual elements of the remotely sensed image. While a prototypical
TimeSync analysis process can be created through the results of the CTA, as the expert analyst gains
experience their reasoning process reflects their experiences and implicit knowledge more
completely. In contrast to this, analysts with less experience will perform analysis in a
methodological manner like that of a mental checklist. The results of this study also suggest that
despite these differences between expert and less-than-expert reasoning processes, it is still
possible for analysts to agree. It would be wrong to assume that because there is agreement
between less-than-expert and expert analysts there is no reason to emphasize the importance of
developing expertise. The results showed clearly that the number of steps that it took experts to
complete the analysis tasks was fewer than that for less-than-experts.
Expert analysts are proactive in determining the potential impacts of noise arising from
atmospheric and phenological processes. Experts suggested this should be one of the first steps in
the analysis process, but in several cases their actions did not reflect this knowledge. Trouble did
occur in some cases where participants did not complete the Chip QA at the beginning of the
analysis. In the following case, the analyst did not remove cloudy images first, and their presence
led them to believe that the changes in the image were ephemeral. “I look at wetness it is jumping
around quite a bit. It's really looking like stable ephemeral to me at this point. the same thing with
angle, there's a couple of years that are dropping lower than others, so 1994, 1996, 2006, and
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actually I'm going to quick just go on the side and look at those and sure enough those are the ones.
1994 has some clouds, 1996 has some clouds. Those are the ones I hate, they can screw you up.”
This excerpt highlights the importance of reducing noise before attempting to identify and signify
change.
Expert analysts relied on the process of convergence of evidence to make their judgment,
integrating information derived from each of the three visual representations available in TimeSync
to support their interpretation. The use of multiple visualizations is especially beneficial for this type
of analysis because each visual representation emphasizes a different relationship between spectral,
spatial, and temporal data characteristics.
In their analysis of each image, analysts relied heavily on color. Color hue was used in two
ways. First, a color use was often an indicator of a change event or object presence (i.e. clouds). For
example, the color of bright magenta was related to the presence of clouds or atmospheric moisture
while dark red was associated with burn activity. Second, a change in the brightness of color
prompted participants to consider phenological change in the image. In several cases, participants
discussed “bright green” versus “dark green” as indicators of phenological change due to seasonal
processes. Experts showed an aptitude for differentiating between such subtle color differences
probably not noticeable to novices.
Several impediments to expert analyst’s cognitive processing were also noted. First, analyst
confidence was reduced when presented with contradictory evidence from the visual
representations. Second, in cases where image quality was not assessed early on, analysts were led
astray in their analysis. Third, in several cases, analysts had difficulty in recalling particular
procedural rules from memory. Below, I summarize the finding from this research. The next chapter
provides a discussion of the significance and limitations of this study. Additionally, it outlines several
directions of future research.

4.6. FINDINGS
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The goal of this research was to better understand the human factors of the remote sensing
image analysis process, through the analysis of historical texts and analysis of the practices used by
present day image analysis experts. The findings from this multi-faceted approach include insights
regarding the effects of experience on the analysis process, the absence of detailed descriptions of
the reasoning process in the historical texts, and the usefulness of CTA for evaluating elements of
expertise in the image analysis process.
The historical texts used in this research were written prior to the computer age, the choice
to limit the content analysis to this time period was very deliberate. Today, very few textbooks exist
that focus solely on the interpretation process. In contrast, all of the texts used in this research had
at least an entire chapter related to human factors of image interpretation. While the texts brought
to light the perceptual elements that were emphasized at that time, there was a deficit in the
amount of information regarding reasoning about the elements beyond object identification.
Descriptions in texts were generally limited to the description of visual features important to
analysis, and guidance regarding how analysts transform visual cues into more abstract
understanding.
Image analysts with more experience exhibit more flexible and consistently faster analysis
processes than less experienced analysts. The results also showed that despite these differences,
the level of agreement among analysts was high. A question that remains is what factors contribute
to the high level of agreement. One potential factor is the level of interaction between analysts, as
evidenced by the number of comments made by analysts regarding the rules of thumb they were
taught by more senior analysts. Another open question is, does it matter that more experienced
analysts perform differently than less expert analysts if they are agreeing?
In regards to the Cognitive Task Analysis framework, it was found that the knowledge
elicitation methods employed were not always equal in their ability to provide new insights. The use
of semi-structured interviews to gather basic information regarding analysts’ experiences and
training was time intensive, with little new insight into their reasoning processes. An alternative to
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this method could be to use surveys, incorporating both multiple choice and open-ended questions.
The most insightful information was gained through the combination of diagramming, observation,
and talk aloud protocol. The combination of these three processes not only allowed for
corroboration of the findings, but also the ability to have the process be subjected to reflection by
multiple expert analysts.
In order to extend the results of this research to address basic cognitive processes regarding
the interpretation of remote sensing images, it is necessary to systematically evaluate these
processes in new diverse scenarios. The generalizability of the CTA method allows for this; however,
before proceeding it is necessary establish a set of standard methods that are both efficient and
insightful that can be used in a variety of image analysis settings. The question of what those
methods are is still up for debate, and its solution is made difficult by the inaccessibility of most
image analysts. It is not desirable to use valuable time with experts sorting out what methods are
best.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
This chapter is a final reflection on the significance, limitations and potential future
directions of work concerning human factors of remote sensing image interpretation in the context
of forest science and other domains.

5.1. SIGNIFICANCE
This dissertation research provides a significant contribution to the current body of
knowledge about the human factors affecting interpretation of remotely sensed images for the
assessment of land use and land cover change. Previous human factors studies concerning remote
sensing image interpretation have addressed other problem domains, such as land cover
classification (Lloyd et al., 2002), meteorological forecasting (Hoffman & Coffey, 2004), and terrain
classification (Hoffman & Pike, 1995), but this is the first research to address human factors
associated to change in forest ecosystems. The results from this study show that the process of
interpretation that analysts use when studying these changes is comparable to the Pattern
Recognition model proposed to characterize interpretation of map-based displays (Alan M
MacEachren & Ganter, 1990). Evidence from the think aloud protocol also suggests that participants
rely heavily on their ability to match evidence from the images under analysis to their knowledge
developed during previous experiences in forest change analysis in a process that may be similar to
(Seymour, 1979).
The work also helps to bridge the gap between cartographic research and remote sensing
research concerning the interpretation of geovisual media. Over the past century, cartographic
research has focused on the design of visual representations to support human understanding of
geographic data, emphasizing the importance of abstraction, reduction, and generalization to
improve user interpretation. In contrast, remote sensing research emphasized the need for
improvements in resolution, accuracy, speed and analytics (Navulur, Pacifici, & Baugh, 2013). Along
the way, remote sensing research has de-emphasized the role of human cognition in the remote
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sensing process. Recently human factors come back into focus, in part due to tools supporting citizen
science, like TomNod (Kerle, 2013).
This dissertation also highlights the types of tasks that new users to TimeSync should be
introduced to. The results identified key perceptual elements, types of knowledge, and reasoning
processes of expert analyst, and these can be directly communicated to novices during training. The
ability to train novices in tasks beyond basic search and identification could greatly expand the types
of tasks that crowd-sourcing tools like TomNod can be applied to.
Another important piece of this work is the documentation of historical knowledge of aerial
photograph interpretation. Many of the experts who were trained using the materials documented,
and the materials used in the content analysis themselves, are slowly retiring and these texts are
one of the greatest sources for understanding the knowledge that experts from that era have. The
analysis of the concepts and methods presented in these texts serves as a link to the past. The
knowledge gained from these texts can be used to inform current semi-automated practices and the
development of automated methods.

5.2. LIMITATIONS
As with all research, limitations in scope, constraints applied to make the research practical,
and choices about methods have an impact on both interpretation and generality of the results. In
this section, I outline the constraints and limitations and discuss their implications. The results are
limited in their generalizability based on the method of analysis, the focus on TimeSync as a case
study, and the forest science domain. Each of these limitations are described below.
The first limitation is the fact that qualitative coding was carried out by a single practitioner.
The qualitative coding process is an interpretative process that can be affected by subjectivity. To
overcome this limitation, the application of qualitative coding is typically carried out by at least two
individuals so that measures of reliability and validity can be computed. In this case, a single coder
(the investigator) coded all qualitative data. This choice was justified because the goal was an indepth understanding of the knowledge of a small number of experts in a technical domain and as a
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result, coding had to be done by someone with substantial expertise in both the domain and in the
cognitive concepts of interest; plus, the goal was not to code large numbers of analysts and carry
out statistical analysis on the results, but to develop a rich characterization of the cognitive process
and strategies used by the expert practitioners. The potential bias in this process due to a single
coder was mitigated, to some extent, by completing the coding process twice with several months
in between.
A second constraint in the research presented was its focus on experts using a single
analytical tool, TimeSync. TimeSync is designed to support image interpretation of Landsat Time
Series Stacks with interactive visual display; however, the image data used in this process is not
available in all image interpretation situations. Different image types provide different types of
spectral data, and the information extracted is dependent upon the methods of analysis. For
example, in this study Landsat image chips were transformed using the Tassel Cap transformation,
however the raw data from Landsat can also be transformed using other methods, such as Principal
Components Analysis, or using spectral vegetation indices. Some results of this work are particular
to the TimeSync tool. To describe the process of interpretation of remote sensing in its broadest
sense, and assess the robustness of the findings reported here, future research should examine the
interpretation process in a variety of settings using a variety of data sources.
A third constraint in this research relates to the type of experts who were participants in the
study. The seven analysts have worked together on projects using TimeSync prior to the current
study, and the impacts of this interaction were apparent during the analysis. Not only did analysts
have clear ideas about how their colleagues analyzed images, but they used their colleagues’
suggestions to guide their own analysis process. A more generalizable model of the interpretation
process, using other tools or images, would require study of analysts who had not worked so closely
together in order to eliminate some of the effects of cross-pollination. On the other hand, focusing
on this group, who had experience working together, generated insights about the ways in which
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analysts use their colleague’s ideas in their own work that would have been more difficult to uncover
if each participant was from a different group.
If this study were to be extended to understand an image interpretation process that could
be used across various sensors and problems, it would be necessary to include a larger number of
experts, with more diverse expertise. A larger problem with extending this research to describe a
more general image interpretation process is identifying a case study that is general enough that a
large number of analysts could take part, while remaining complex enough to make experts use their
implicit knowledge and specialized skills in their analysis.

5.3. FUTURE WORK: GEOVISUAL ANALYTICS
Ecological research questions often address complex, multi-scale, and often ill-structured
problems. Evidence of this can be found in macrosystems ecology, a new research area whose aim
is to “investigate ecological patterns and processes at regional to continental scales” (Soranno &
Schimel, 2014). To address the types of questions facing ecologists in the future, it will be necessary
to integrate large heterogeneous datasets generated using satellites, ground based sensors, and
aerial platforms. The National Ecological Observatory Network (NEON) is currently collecting,
managing, and analyzing data derived from these sources with the goal to provide the infrastructure
and data for examining large scale ecological processes at a continental-scale. The sheer amount of
data and complexities associated with it pose challenges to ecologists.
Geovisual analytics, a sub-area of visual analytics, is an approach to supporting analytical
reasoning with interactive visual interfaces (Thomas & Cook, 2005). By designing interactive visual
tools that support the analyst’s full cognitive and perceptual capabilities in concordance with the
computational power provided by supporting computer systems (D.A. Keim, Mansmann,
Schneidewind, & Ziegler, 2006). The goal of geovisual analytics is to improve an analyst’s ability to
detect patterns, trends, and the spatio-temporal relationships between objects in imagery (Seppelt,
Block, & Retsios, 2012). Developing effective geovisual analytic tools requires developing such a
deep understanding of the analytical reasoning process to be supported. The research reported here
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provides an understanding of the reasoning process that image analysts carry out in the context of
forest disturbance interpretation; thus it provides the basis for developing geovisual analytic tools
to enable the process. There are three research areas that should be considered in future work
considering geovisual analytics and remote sensing.

SUPPORTING PERCEPTUAL SEARCH PROCESSES
The image interpretation process relies on the successful identification and signification of
image objects. In cartographic representations, cartographers design visual representations with the
goal of clarifying the perception of the patterns in spatial data through processes of abstraction,
reduction, and generalization. In contrast to the simplified map, the aerial photograph provides an
interpreter with a realistic, detailed, picture of the earth’s surface, and it is up to the interpreter to
abstract, reduce, and generalize the information into a reasonable mental map of the situation;
interactive visual interfaces to the image that enable the analyst to dynamically adjust parameters
of its display may be helpful. The process of interpretation can be complicated by factors arising
from both human capabilities and image characteristics. To more fully understand how processes
differ in light of different visual media, there is a need to compare the perceptual processes that
map readers and image analysts use. An example of this type of research is found in the papers by
Lloyd and Lloyd et al. that address visual search in maps and aerial photographs (Lloyd, 1997; Lloyd
& Hodgson, 2002). While Lloyd et al. do not go so far as to compare the results between the two
studies, they acknowledge both maps and images in their discussion of human factors.
The aerial photograph interpretation key has been around since the 1940s (Robert N.
Colwell, 1965). The traditional photo interpretation key consists of two components, a set of
photographic illustrations of the objects of interest, and a textual description of the object features
useful for discernment. A popular method of organizing the information is the use of a dichotomous
key, where a series of decision tasks leads to the identification of the object of interest when used
correctly. Such keys have been used to support interpretation tasks for a number of features related
to topics such as forestry, glacial landscapes, and agriculture (Pruitt, 1979).
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A digital version of the aerial photograph interpretation key, Digital Mylar, was developed
by the US Forest Service to support the estimation of canopy cover (Goeking et al., 2012). The Cover
Viewer component of Digital Mylar supports the classification of forest canopy cover. The user adds
a vector shapefile containing the outlines of vegetation plots, and a high resolution satellite image.
The Cover Tool provides the user with a set of semi-transparent vector layers that can be overlain
on the satellite image. The user then determines which of the layers best represents what they see
in the image, and then obtain the canopy cover value from a provided key. A screen shot of the tool
is provided in Figure 43.

FIGURE 43 DIGITAL MYLAR'S COVER TOOL (IMAGE FROM USFS RSAC)

A potential drawback of the Digital Mylar tool is its use of abstract vector representations to
convey information used in the decision-making process. This abstraction removes some of the
details provided by the image that may be used to support cover estimation, such as shadow.
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Adopting the geovisual analytic mantra, another modern version of the aerial photograph
interpretation key is possible. The visual analytics mantra “Analyze first, show the important, zoom,
filter and analyze further, details on demand” (Daniel A. Keim, Mansmann, & Thomas, 2009) can be
used to reinvigorate old practices. A description of such a tool is provided in the next section.
I NTERACTIVE P HOTO I NTERPRETATION K EY
As suggested above, more insightful analysis of remote sensing images can be achieved
through informed design of interactive geovisual tools. The geovisual analytic tool proposed here
modernizes the traditional aerial photograph interpretation key by introducing elements of
interactivity, flexibility, and the power of current visual image mining techniques. Given a remote
sensing image for interpretation, the interpreter uses the interactive photo interpretation key to
work through the classification of forest disturbances. The Interactive Photo Interpretation Key is
an interactive, orderable matrix for mining satellite images of exemplar forest disturbances. The
interactive element of the tool is based on a similar design used by the online craft store Etsy.com
in their Color tool (https://www.etsy.com/color.php). While the Etsy.com Color tool only supports
exploration with color, the full set of photo interpretation elements are used in the Interactive Photo
Interpretation Key. The analysis process using the Interactive Photo Interpretation Key is presented
below, organized with the visual analytic mantra.
A NALYZE F IRST
In Figure 44, the analyst is able to constrain their hypothesis about potential types of
disturbances using their knowledge of the regional management practices and the ecosystem
characteristics. The analyst then notes the perceptual elements that signal to him or her that there
is a disturbance at the location.
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FIGURE 44 INTERACTIVE PHOTO INTERPRETATION KEY INITIAL LAYOUT

S HOW THE IMPORTANT
The second step to using the Interactive Photo Interpretation Key requires the analyst to use
the perceptual elements that they identified to reduce the image space, selecting the two most
dominant perceptual elements to order the image matrix. In Figure 45 the user selects Color Hue
and Saturation as the perceptual elements to order the matrix by.

FIGURE 45 INTERACTIVE PHOTO INTERPRETATION KEY. USER SELECTION BASED ON PERCEPTUAL
ELEMENTS

Z OOM
With the matrix ordered by these two perceptual elements, the analyst can then mouse over
the matrix, and representative exemplar satellite photos of forest disturbances are brought up. The
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analyst clicks to select potential matches, and a collection of images is stored for them, as shown in
Figure 46.

FIGURE 46 INTERACTIVE PHOTO INTERPRETATION KEY POPULATES LIST OF POTENTIAL IMAGES

F ILTER
Once a set of potential exemplar images is chosen, the analyst is able to sort through them
to eliminate the cases that are least likely to match to the disturbance that they are signifying. This
process of human data mining is iterative, and the user is able to go back to the original image, select
new perceptual elements, and reconfigure the matrix based on a different selection of perceptual
elements.
D ETAILS ON D EMAND
Through the analysis process the analyst is able to access details regarding the exemplar
images as well as the image being analyzed. Information that helps in the visual identification is
paired with contextual information about the potential regional extent of disturbance, as shown in
Figure 47. If such a tool was to be integrated into an interpretation tool like TimeSync, the addition
of temporal information, could also be used to support this process.
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FIGURE 47 USER SELECTS A POTENTIAL MATCH AND INFORMATION ABOUT THE IMAGE IS
PRESENTED (MAP AND DETAILS FROM US FOREST SERVICE)

REDUCING COGNITIVE LOAD
A potential impediment to the ability of analysts to interpret patterns is cognitive load.
Humans excel at a variety of cognitive functions including creativity, ability to incorporate implicit
knowledge, and flexibility; however, the human mind has a short working memory (Daniel A. Keim,
Mansmann, Schneidewind, Thomas, & Ziegler, 2008) and high cognitive load can decrease
performance. Hoffman (1991) suggests that there are five factors that contribute to increased
cognitive load when using computer interfaces; display of too much information, display of
irrelevant information; display of important information in the wrong place, inflexible display of
information; and display of information that lacks clear meaningfulness.
TimeSync was designed to support visual interpretation of Landsat TM imagery, aided by
additional spatio-temporal information displayed as Google Earth aerial images and spectral
trajectories. The additional information provided to users helped in their processes of identification,
signification, and verification; however, the display of the information required the analysts to be
continually revising the layout of the tool and zooming in relation to the Landsat image chips. Both
of these activities caused the analysts to pause their reasoning processes. To remediate the constant
interruption to the reasoning process, I propose two solutions. First, a reconfiguration of component
blocks, where the plot list is automatically minimized, will allow for more screen space to be
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dedicated to the image chips. Second, to reduce the zooming associated with contextualization, I
suggest that an overview map providing the regional context be provided. This will reduce the
amount of time that analysts spend zooming in and out on the area, and would limit the number of
interruptions to their interpretation process. Another method that could be used to indicate regional
context is the use of small scale indicator maps, possibly at a study area scale, in the case of the
current study the scale is continental, corresponding to user reasoning about differences between
East Coast and West Coast management styles.
Another improvement to TimeSync that would be useful for analysts is making the
relationship between Julian date and season explicit. Currently, analysts are provided with a Julian
date, a number representing the day of the year and an analyst makes a judgment as to what the
corresponding season is. One of the participants during their Workplace Observation mentioned
that having a Julian Date calendar would be useful. The inclusion of yet another component to
TimeSync could be distracting to users. Instead it may be possible to use perceptual elements to
indicate the season to users. For example, color corresponding to the seasons has been used
previously to support exploratory analysis of seasonal patterns of hotel visits from historical registers
(Weaver et al., 2007).

GEOVISUAL ANALYTICS FOR TRAINING NOVICES
With the tap of a finger or the click of a mouse, it is possible to view high resolution images
of nearly any place on the globe. The boon of web mapping and mobile mapping have made it
possible for novices to take part in the analysis of remotely sensed images in a way that was not
possible even 10 years ago. With web applications like Tomnod, novice image interpreters support
disaster response. Tomnod, originally developed to support response to the 2008 earthquake in
Wenchuan, China, has also been employed to help in search and rescue tasks (Barrington et al.,
2012). In these applications, novices are provided with a set of guidelines and examples to complete
a visual search task. In the case of Malaysian Air flight 370, several example images of prototypical
airplane wreckage are provided to the analyst who then annotates images by clicking on objects
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identified in the image and assigning them to appropriate categories. In the case of disaster damage,
like that of the Christchurch earthquake, the analyst is given illustrated guidelines to assessing
building damage (Kerle & Hoffman, 2013).
In the many of the crowdsourcing applications the image interpretation task is based on
visual search, for example the search for plane wreckage associated with the MH370 crash. In some
cases, verification of the results of these novice search tasks is completed by expert image analysts.
This process of combined novice and expert analysis was used by to assist in the search for
mountaineers stranded in the Peruvian Andes with TomNod (Yu-Min Lin, Huynh, Barrington, &
Lanckriet, 2013). It may be possible to increase the complexity of novice image analysis tasks by
One method that may be useful for training novices in fine perceptual discriminations is the
use of eye-tracking technology to support novice training. Less expert interpreters from the study of
TimeSync were found to follow the prototypical process of interpretation, much more so than expert
analysts. This is particularly evident in the process of Participant D (Figure 37 on page 38), where
there is a very clear set of steps he or she would undertake. It may be possible to move analysts past
this check-list type analysis faster using eye-tracking training. Eye-tracking training uses eye-tracking
software to visualize the visual gaze patterns of expert analysts. Videos of the expert’s gaze patterns
are then shown and described to novices during training. Evidence from medical imaging training
has shown that eye movement training can increase the rate at which novices improve their skills
(Hermens, Flin, & Ahmed, 2013). A simple method for facilitating eye movement training is showing
a novice a video of an expert search strategy, and then asking them to perform the task mimicking
the search process that the experts do. In a study comparing novice skills in orientation in
laparoscopic surgery, Sodergren et al. (2011) found that trainees exposed to expert eye-tracking
images were more consistent in search processes than trainees that were not exposed to the eyetracking data from experts. Based upon the evidence they generated, Sodergren et al. (2011) suggest
that the trainees with eye-tracking training were more cognizant of the relationships between image
features. The eye-tracking training method has two limitations. First, the cost and availability of eye120

tracking devices is currently prohibitive to supporting group training, but the development of
consumer devices, such as Google Glass, may eliminate this barrier in the near future. Second, the
use of eye-tracking as a teaching device in such situations is still relatively new and additional testing
is needed to evaluate the effectiveness of the method (As Hermens, Flin, and Ahmed, 2013).

5.4. SUMMARY
The remote sensing literature has characterized manual image interpretation as the process
that consists of the identification and signification of phenomenon (R.N. Colwell, 1993). In the
context of modern tools, such as TimeSync, the interpretation process is one component of a larger
image analysis process. To support the analysis process, expert image analysts combine cognitive
tasks that are dependent upon their previously held knowledge and perception of images to meet
multiple analytic goals. Successful interpretation is dependent upon the analyst’s ability to meet
these individual goals. Unsuccessful completion of these goals, or an analyst’s inability to verify
success by corroborating their classification with the other visual representations, can lead to
misinterpretation.
This research shows that expert image analysts performed classification, comparison, and
judgment tasks through the integration of their knowledge of ecology, remote sensing, and the
TimeSync tool, with the perceptual elements in the visual representations. An analyst’s success was
determined by their knowledge base, their ability access to the knowledge, and their ability to
integrate the prior held knowledge with an evolving mental model of the situation. This process is
similar to other theories of pattern recognition and visual cognition.
Remote sensing data is used to support a number of scientific research agendas. The
potential of remote sensing data to be useful is limited by our ability to extract useful information
from raw data. Through an understanding of human factors affecting the extraction of information,
it will be possible to inform the design of future data analysis tools. Future geographic analysis tools
should support analyst’s ability to integrate their past experiences and knowledge, with evolving
knowledge about the perceptual elements of remotely sensed images. This dissertation suggests a
121

framework for further analysis of human factors contributing to successful information extraction
that can be used to meet future research challenges in remote sensing.
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APPENDIX C. DEFINITIONS OF DISTURBANCE TYPES
Disturbance by harvest (Harvest-HRV)—where tree stems were mechanically severed from their
trunks, and where land use was and remains forest. This includes road clearing/building for harvest
operations or general maintenance. Harvest can occur over a two-year (or more) period, but is
only assigned a single, multi-year segment. For example, some systems are managed such that a
few trees are removed each of several successive years, and it is best to declare a single, multi-year
harvest segment in this case. Similarly, where a road removes part of a plot in one year, and then
harvest of other trees in the plot occurs a subsequent year, that could be a single, multi-year
harvest. If there is a break of one or more years between/among harvest events, then these events
become separate segments; however, for simplification, if only one year of non-harvest occurs
between years of harvest, it is permissible to ignore the one year of non-harvest and declare a
multi-year, single harvest segment that includes the single year of non-harvest. This depends on
how the visual fitting of the trajectory is affected. If there is a significant spectral trend shift from
thinning followed by clear cut, for example, then two separate harvest segments may be
warranted. Salvage logging after fire or insects, etc. is labeled as harvest, not delay.
Disturbance by fire (Fire-FIR)—where evidence of fire exists regardless of cause (natural or
anthropogenic), severity, or land use (except Site-prep fire-SPF).
Disturbance by various stressors (Stress-STS)—where a stress-related spectral trend is evident in
natural (primarily woody) vegetation environments, most likely from insects, diseases, drought,
acid rain, etc. However, you must be convinced that woody vegetation actually died or lost leaf
area; otherwise use Other-Disturbance and provide a comment.
Disturbance by wind (Wind-WND)—where evidence of wind damage from hurricanes, tornados,
and storms (including those proceeded by an ice storm) exists regardless of land use.
Disturbance by flood (Water-H2O)—where flooding has significantly and semi-permanently
altered the land cover element mixture regardless of land use; e.g., new mixtures of gravel and
vegetation in and around streambeds after a flood. Flood disturbances with a clear effect on
forest health and a prolonged recovery period should also be included, whereas floods that only
affect the understory and recover within a year or two would be considered ephemeral. Also
relevant to swampy areas or lake edges, where water level has risen and remains; if water level is
variable year to year the ephemeral checkbox should be used.
Disturbance by miscellaneous mechanical means (Mechanical-MEC)—where evidence of
anthropogenic change associated with land use or vegetation alteration or construction is evident,
such as chaining in juniper forests, mastication of chaparral, mining, building of non-forest roads,
dams, and structures in various environments and land uses. Can happen in stages (i.e., over
several years), such as vegetation removal, followed by construction of structures, which would be
declared as two separate segments. A several year segment associated with construction/structure
densification, can be declared a single segment. If vegetation regrowth is dominating the spectral
trend then declare as recovery. If trend is in direction of recovery, but not associated with
vegetation regrowth, then declare as mechanical (e.g., new buildings over barren land).

Disturbance by debris movement (Debris-DEB)—where evidence exists of natural material
movement associated landslides, avalanches, etc. in any land use class.
Disturbance by volcanism (Volcano-VOL)—where volcanic activity has impacted any land use.
Disturbance by fire during site-prep, after harvest (Site-prep fire-SPF)—where vegetation
remaining after clearcut harvest is burned to ready it for planting. This designation is only used in
circumstances where the land use remains forest after disturbance.
Disturbance occurring after another disturbance (Delay-DLY)—where vegetation is secondarily
affected by a disturbance that happened in the prior segment, including naturally caused harvest
boundary edge expansion or post-fire mortality, or from forest site preparation by mechanical
manipulation (except fire). Single multi-year disturbance segments associated with stressors are
excluded from this category, as is a two- or more-year harvest. If there is a land use change, the
most probable label is mechanical. After a fire, or similar disturbance, there will often be a
continuation of the spectral trend in the disturbance direction for another year or two. But ignore
this unless you see additional loss of woody vegetation, suggesting delay; or if there is dramatic
spectral change in that direction, consistent across indices, then declare delay. There can be a
short-term stable or recovery segment between the initial disturbance and the delay segment, but
delay is only relevant if there is an ecological or physical connection between the disturbance and
the delayed effect. Multi-year delay is OK.
Other Disturbance (Other Disturbance-ODT)—any disturbance segment whose description is not
similar to all other segment labels; these must be further described in the comment field. Relevant
to any land use type.
Stable (Stable-STB)—where no significant ecological change is evident in the spectral segment and
the trend is flat. Agricultural systems are commonly highly variable spectrally through time. Unless
there is a change in the cropping system, say from irrigated cropland to pasture or orchard, where
an increase in vegetation cover is maintained, stable is the best label.
Recovery (Recovery-REC)—is the process of vegetation growth and succession in the spectral
direction not associated with disturbance. Applicable to any areas that express spectral change
associated with vegetation regrowth; e.g., urban plantings. Under some circumstances, recovery
goes in the wrong spectral direction, but is still declared recovery. For clearly non-linear spectral
recovery trends, more than one recovery segment is declared.
Other Non-Disturbance (Other Non-Disturbance –OND)—is a spectral trend commonly in the
direction of disturbance, but associated with natural vegetation succession. In forests this occurs
with self-thinning and increase shadowing.
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